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The Annual General Meeting of the Society 
was held in the Lecture Theatre of the Trans
vaal University College, on Saturday evening, 
June 19th, Mr. R  G. Bevington (Preaident), 
in the chair. There were also present:—

■ 56 Members : Messrs. A. McA. Johnston,
E.. H. Croghan, W. R. Dowling, C. B. Saner,
G. O. Smart, Prof! G. H. Stanley, H. A. White, 
Prof. J. A. Wilkinson, W. A. Caldecott, E. H. 
Johnson, Prof. J. Yates, ; H. A. Adams, D. J. 
Arkell, A. A vent, W. Beaver, W. Broom, A. A.- 
Coaton, M. H. Coombe, C. A.- Corder, L. Evans, 
J. F. Ferguson, E. A.- Furner, A. D. Gilmour, J. 
Gray, S. A. Herbert, A. Heymann, C. B. Hilliard, 
J. I ’Ons, G. A. Lawson, E. J. Laschinger, G .D .R . 
MacCarthy, H. Meyer, S. Morison, P. T. Morrisby, 
W. H. Odgers, F. B. Ogle, J. F. Pyles, E. T. 
Band, L. J. Robinson, W. H, Roe, A. Salkinson,
H. A. Scarf,:W. Sharp, S. Shlom, T. W. Simmons, 
R. S. Stokes, W. H. Stout, C. T. Sydenham, J. A. 
Taylor,. A. Thomas, K, Tonnesen, O. Tonnesen, 
J. F. Walker, F. W.. Watson, and L. J. Wilriioth.’

12 Associates and Students : Messrs. J. Cronin, 
C. L. Dewar, G. H.- Little, N. Newland, H. B. 
Powter, A. Short, H. Stadler, C. B. Surmon, 
A. M. Thomas, W. E. Thorpe, J. M. Thorburn, 
and C. Toombs.

” 15 Visitors, including two ladies, and Fred. 
Rowland, Secretary.

The minutes of the previous meeting, as 
printed in the March Journal, were confirmed.

The P res ident: I  am asked to apologise for 
the absence of Dr. Moir, who is unfortunately ill 
in' bed, otherwise he would have been here. 

n e w ! m e m b e r s .

- Messrs. W. H. Stout and J. A. Taylor were 
appointed scrutineers,-and after their scrutiny of 
the ballot papers, tlfe President announced'that

all the candidates for membership had been, 
unanimously elected, as follows :—  ’

A d a m s , E e n e s t  L a w r e n c e , Village Deep, L td .,.

P. O. B ox  1145, Johannesburg. Mining Engineer. 
B e n t l e y , F r e d e r ic k  W i l l ia m , Robinson Deep- 

G. M. Co., Ltd. P. 0. Box 4648, Johannesburg. 
Electrical Engineer.

B o w n e s s , A r t h u r  J a m e s , Ferreira Deep, Ltd. 
P. 0. B ox  5977, Johannesburg. Cyanide Fore
man.

C a r is , S y d n e y , Ferreira Deep, Limited, P. 0. Box 
5977, Johannesburg. Cyanider.

F e r r is , G u y  G.r in d l e y , Ferreira Deep, Ltd., P . 0..
Box 1056, Johannesburg. Smelter.

G r a m m e l l , P a u l , Pajakombo via Pedang, W e p t 

Sumatra, Dutch East Indies. Mining Engineer.. 
L o w d o n , G e o r g e  W e b s t e r ,' Moodie’s G ! -M.- and 

Exploration Co., L td . P.O. Box 117, Barberton. 
Joint Manager.

M a c  G r e g o r , R o b e r t  D u n c a n , Robinson. Deep 
G . M . Co., Ltd., P. 0. Box 1488, Johannesburg. 
Electrical Engineer.

M a c l a t c h y , A l l a n  G i l m o u r , South Rand Ex
ploration Co., Ltd., Balfour. Mine Manager. 

P r y c e , . L e s l ie , Simmer. & Jack Proprietary- 
Mines, Ltd., P . 0. Box 192, Germiston. Resident 
Engineer.

R o b e r t s o n ,1 D a v id , Treasury G. M. Ltd., Cleve
land. Battery Manager.

S c o t t , L a w r e n c e ,. East Rand Proprietary Mines,. 
Ltd., P. 0. Box 56, East Rand. Mechanical, 
Engineer.

S m it h , John  A r t h u r , Ferreira Deep, Ltd., P . 0.
Box 5977, Johannesburg. Cyanider.

W a t s o n , J a m e s  H e n r y '  A r n a n d , Rohinson Deep-
G. M. Co., Ltd., P. 0. Box 1488, Johannesburg. 
Electrician.

W e b s t e r , D a v id , Robinson Deep G . M . Co.,. 
Ltd., P. 0. Box 6316, Johannesburg. Electrician.

The. Secretary Since the last meeting of 
the Society the following associate has been 
admitted:—
B u l l , G u y  F a l k a r d , Ferreira Deep, Ltd., P . 0. 

Box 5977, Johannesburg. Cyanider.

G e n e r a l  B u s in e s s .

Prof. G. H. Stanley (Member of Council) : I  • 
wish to exhibit a little silica parting apparatus 
which Mr. Wm. Cullen has kindly presented for- 
use in the assay laboratory of the College. You will - 
remember that some time ago-he brought up some 
specimens of silica .ware, which were made by a.
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newer process, and which were not quite so satis
factory. This specimen is made by the oxy- 
hydrogen process, with the result that it is as 
•clear as glass. It  is a beautiful piece of work
manship, and as it will stand a temperature 
above the melting point of platinum, it will be 
appreciated by our members.

A Member : What is the price of it"!

Prof. G. H. Stanley : I  am sorry I  have no 
idea of the price, Mr. Cullen having only sent it 
.in to-day.

The President : Our thanks are due to 
Prof. Stanley for showing us this interesting 
piece of apparatus. Undoubtedly, if it is as 
efficient as platinum, it will prove to be very much 
■cheaper.

BA T T ERY  A N D  C Y A N ID E  GOLD  SM ELT IN G .

The President : I  have a little information to 
bring forward which is rather belated. I t  is with 
regard to a paper read before the Society by Mr. 
A. Thomas, on battery and cyanide gold smelting, 
to the discussion of which he replied in the Decem
ber Journal, p. 192 He asked for various parti
culars connected with some remarks I  made upon 
his paper. As one of the retorts has just been 
replaced, I  have been able to complete these 
particulars, and I  will give them to you in order 
that they may be published for the information 
•of Mr. Thomas and others. He asked me to let 
him know the actual consumption of coal used in 
retorting 5,000 oz. of amalgam, and various 
other details, also the size of the.flues, chimneys 
.and grate area. This is the information : Amal
gam taken 4,984 oz. The time taken for retorting,
5 hours ; loss on retorting, '6% ; total loss, '8% ; 
•coal (a good ordinary Middeiburg coal) used 
was 201 lb., costing 2s. 8'4d. The grate area 
-was 30 in. x 23 in., or 690 sq. in., size of chimney
10 in. diameter, height about 25 ft., size of flue 
openings— two centre ones, 3 in. x 2 in., two end 
•ones, 6 in. x 2 in.

ANNUAL REPORT OF COUNCIL.

The Secretary read the Annual Report and 
Financial Statement, as follows:—

Your Council has great pleasure in placing 
before you its report upon the work of the past 
year, together with the usual Statement of Ac
counts for the twelve months ending the 1st 
June, 1909.

The Council is glad to record the fact that 
the depression which has ^overclouded South 
Africa is passing away, and that the Society, in 
•common with other institutions, may be said to. 
be sharing, in a minor degree, in the period of

prosperity which this Colony is entering on, 
as the Budget -placed before the Transvaal 
Parliament the other day by the Colonial 
Treasurer clearly shows. The same care and 
attention which was practised by the Finance 
Committee last year, has been paid to the 
Society’s finances during the past year, and it is 
with some degree of satisfaction that the Council 
is able to place before you an even better state
ment of accounts than that presented at the last 
annual meeting.

The revenue for the year shows an increase, 
over the last accounts, of £64 8s. 8d., due chiefly 
to the increase which was made last year in the 
Associate’s subscriptions, inasmuch as, owing to a 
number of subscriptions remaining unpaid, the 
receipts from members show a decrease of about 
£39. On the other side, the general expenditure 
has been reduced in nearly every item, and shows 
a saving of over £23, after making provision for 
doubtful debtsT The Journal, in which the Society 
takes a justifiable pride, shows an increase in cost 
of about £76, due partly to an increase in size of 
40 pages for the year, and partly to the increasing 
use of illustrations made by authors of papers and 
notes. The surplus of revenue over expenditure 
shows an increase over last year of £26 18s. 5d.

Turning to the Balance Sheet, it will be seen 
that our cash assets exceed our immediate lia
bilities by about £95, which is' satisfactory. 
The value of the stock in hand of volumes of 
transactions shows an increase of about £95, due 
to the addition of Vol. IX. The sale of the back 
volumes has fallen off considerably during the 
past year, and it is hoped that those members 
who have not yet completed their sets of these 
useful volumes, dealing as they do with the early 
history of metallurgy on the Rand, will take an 
early opportunity of doing so. The item sundry 
debtors is somewhat increased.by outstanding 
accounts for advertisements, which will be mostly 
liquidated during the coming month.

The accounts show a striking increase com
pared with the Revenue and Expenditure accounts 
for 1898. The Revenue during that year was 
£249 18s., and the Expenditure £116 0s. 9d. 
Our balance this year would have been more if 
we had not had the expense of moving into and 

furnishing new offices.
The amount of outstanding subscriptions 

which, in accordance with our usual custom, is 
not included in the statement— a very safe prac
tice— is £301 17s. 6d. Since this amount was 
arrived at, it is gratifying to note that feveral 
members have paid their arrears, and the Council 
would again urge up n . all -members the desir

ability of the prompt payment of their subscrip
tions, .which fall due and are payable on the 1st 

of July-of every year. .
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T a b l e  I.

June ,
1895.

June,
isyo.

5
1

81

June,
1S97.

5
1

101

■June,
1S9S.

June,
1899.

June, 
. 1902.

June ,
1903.

June,
1904.

June ,
1905.

June ,
19U6.

June,
1907.

June,
10u8.

June,
'1909.

■Son. members 
•Life members 
Members ■ ... 
Associates 
•Students

5

49

8
1

197
180

14
1

•281
238

9
1

291
243

13
1

441
281

18
2

639
338

4

•18
3

680
321

8

16
4

680
314

4

17
7

683
342

7

18
7

618

357
18

21
8

630
342
20

54 87 107 38 6 534 544 736 1,001 1,030 1,018 1,036 !1,018
I

1,021

T a b l e  II.

D istribution.

Membeks.

Honorary. Life. Ordinary.
Associates. Students. Total.

'Transvaal (Witwatersrand) 4 1 406 153
32

19 583
Do. (outside districts) 1 _ 38 71

■Rhodesia — _ 58 40 98
"Gape Colony, O.K.C., and 

Natal ... ' ................. 1 7 2 10
iBritish East & West, Ge'inan 
-S.W. & Portuguese E. Africa 4
British Isles 11 4 47 22 1 85
Australasia __ 1 9 23 33
Dominion of Canada _ •7 2
India and Burma ... _ 1 5
LEurope ... _ _ 4 5 9
'United States of America ... 4 I 22 27 54
"Central and South America _ 3 1
-Mexico ... _ _ 8 11 19
■Borneo _ _ 1 1

18
2

Dutch East ’Indies _ _ 11
■China and Korea .... 
.Federated Malay States ...

—
1 3

2
1

—

Addresses Wanted — 9 8 — ' ' 17

T o t a l . 21 9 630 342 20 1,021

The Council has again to express its regret that 
it has been obliged to strike off the roll 51 members 

-and 34 associates, in respect of non-payment of 
■subscriptions for two years and over. Every 
•consideration is given to those who notify the 
Secretary that they are temporarily unable to 
pay, but in practically all the above cases the 
numerous notices and requests for payment have 
'been totally ignored, thus putting the Society 
to useless expense.

During the year 83 Members, 47 Associates 
and 5 Students were elected and admitted, 9 of 
the new members having been associates who 
have transferred, and 2 were transferred from

• student to associate. The resignations of J6 
members, 16 associates and 1 student have been 

-accepted with regret, while the loss by death, 
which has been deeply regretted, has been as 
follows :—  ■ ■: ; . >•.

Thrse members : Messrs;: Jv ‘ H. Combellack, 
-J. W. Kilby and J. Laurie"Hamilton.

Three associates : Dr. W. I. Moir; Messrs. A. 
W. K. Pierce and G. P. W. Rofe.

The tables of membership, as usually presented 
to you, are given herewith, and show that despite 
the large number of members struck off, the 
total membership has increased by three.

Twelve Ordinary General Meetings were held 
during the past year, at which many important and 
interesting papers were submitted and discussed, 
and the ordinary. business of the Society trans
acted, while two Special General Meetings of 
members were held for the alteration of rules.

The following is a list of the papers submitted 
during the year :—

July, 1908. —  The President’s (Mr. P. G.
■I ; Bevington) Inaugural Address. -

“ Battery and Cyanide Gold Smelting,” by 
Mr. A. Thomas.

August,. 1908.— “ Reminiscences of the Early 
Rand,” by Mr. M. H. Coombe.
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September, 1908.— “ Note on a Problem during 
Shaft Sinking,” by Mr. Chas. B. Saner.

“ Zinc Dust Precipitation at Cerro Prieto,” 

by Mr. Robert Linton.
“ Small Mines of Rhodesia,” by Mr. B. I. 

Collings.

October, 1908.— “ The Patio Process,” by Mr. C. 

Perez Duarte.
“ The Theory of Blasting with High Explo

sives,” by Mr. E. M. Weston.

November, 1908.— The Silver Coating of Amal
gamating Plates ” (Note), by Mr. W. A. 

Caldecott.
“ The Gases Resulting from the Use of High 

Explosives,’’ by Mr. W. Cullen.
“ Description of Ore Treatment at the Giant 

Mine, Hartley District, Rhodesia,” by 

Mr. R. C. H. Cooke.
“ A Few Note? on Cupelling Gold-Lead 

Bullion,” by Mr. Geo. Melvill.

December, 1908.— “ Gold Crystals” (Note), by 
Mr. A. McA. Johnston.

“ Testing of Safety Fuse by X  Rays” (Note), 

by Mr. Jas. Thomas.
“ Routine Assaying on a Westralian Mine,” 

by Mr. W. B. Blyth.
“ Grading Assays and Grinding Efficiencies,” 

by Mr. Arthur Yates.

January, 1909.— “ Precipitation from Cyanide 

Solutions by Zinc Shavings and D u s t: A 

Comparison of .Results and Costs,” by Mr. 

Allen J. Clark.
“ White Labour in Mining,” by Mr. Tom 

Johnson.

February, 1909.— “ A  Cheap Platinum Parting 

Apparatus” (.Note), by Prof. G. H. 

Stanley.
“ The Estimation of Carbon Monoxide in 

Mine Gas,” by Dr. E..H. Weiskopf.
“ The Distribution of the' Gold Produced on 

the Rand,” by Dr. T. Ivirke-Rose.

March, 1909.— “Improved Glasses for Testing for 
Potassium ” (Note), by Dr. James Moir.

“ The Pilgrims Rest Gold Fields and Mining 
Methods,” by Mr. J. Moyle-Phillips.

“ Notes on Precipitation,” by Mr. Mather 

Smith.
April, 1909.— “ Covers for Extractor Boxes” 

(Note), by Mr. K. L. Graham.
“ A Low-Fall Sands-Return Contrivance,” 

and “ Counter-Weighted Blind for Sands 
Collecting V a t” (Notes), by Mr. C. W.

• Dtiwsett.
“ The Precipitation of Gold from Solution 

by Carbonaceous Matter” (Note), by Mr. 

W. A. Caldecott.
“ South African Coals and their Economics,” 

by Mr. A. J. Andrews.

“ Suggestions for a New Atomic Theory,” 
by Dr. James Moir,

May, 1909.— “ Stope Measurements,” by Mr. 
Otto S. Tonnesen.

“ The Influence of Moist Air on Quicklime,” ' 
by Mr. Jas. Gray.

“ Researches upon the Telluride Gold Ores 
of Cripple Creek, Colorado,’’ byThePort-. 
land Metallurgical Society (edited by Mr. 

Thos. B, Crowe).
June, 1909.— “ The Effect on Amalgamation of' 

Different Intervals of Time between the 
Dressings of Plates,” by Mr. G. O. Smart.

“ The Smelting of Gold Precipitates and 
Bullion with Oil Fuel,” by Mr. Arthur- 
Yates.

The average attendance at the meetings has., 
been 68, which is slightly over that of the previous, 

year.

Three excursions have taken place during the. 
period under review, and were greatly appre
ciated, viz., a visit to the Mddert'ontein Dyna
mite Factory, to the Premier Diamond Mine, and 
to the surface works of the Simmer Deep, Ltd., 
all of which were of great interest and very 
instructive to those who participated.

The Annual Dinner was again the usual success,. 
and the speech made by Sir Percy FitzPatrick, 
one of' our Hon. Vice-Presidents and a delegate- 
to the Union Convention, was of great political* 

interest.

Twelve Council Meetings were held, at which, 
the average attendance was 12.- The following 
is a list of the attendances:—

Mr. R. G. Bevington 12 Mr. K. L. Graham 7

Dr. J. Moir 5 ,, C. B. Kingston 4

Mr. A. McA. Johiistonl'2 ,, A. Richardson... 8

,, S. H. Pearce ... 1 ,, C. B. Saner ... 8

,, W. A. Caldecott 6 ,, G. O. Smart ... : i

,, W. Cullen 1 Prof. G. H. Stanley 11

,, E. H. Johnson 1 Mr. J. E. Thomas... 9

Prof. J. Yates 1 ,, A. Whitby .8

Mr. J. Littlejohn ... 1 „ H. A. White ... 12

,, E. H. Croghan 8 Prof. J. A. Wilkinson .12

,, W. R. Dowling 9

Regular monthly meetings have been held of' 
the Finance and Publications Committees, whilst 
the Editorial Committee, whose work is very 
onerous and mostly accomplished apart from, 
meetings, has met when required. The work of 
these Committees, which has taken up a great deal, 
of the time of the members serving upon them, 
deserves the grateful thanks of the Society. The 
members of all the Committees have been inde
fatigable in their labours, and it should be- 
remembered that many of them have had to come, 
considerable distances at some personal incon
venience, to attend these meetings.
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The new building of the Transvaal University 
College was completed about the end of last year, 
and satisfactory arrangements having been made, 
your Society, together with others, removed its 
headquarters to a commodious office (which has 

_ been well furnished at a cost of ,£86) on the 
ground floor of the College Building. After a 
period of some fifteen years, during which time 
the monthly meetings of the Society were held 
in the comfortable Council Chamber of the 
Chamber of Mines, it was decided to hold the 
meetings in the Lecture Theatre of the College, 
which, if not quite so comfortable, nor so good in 
its acoustic properties as the old meeting place, 
is better suited and is moreover adequately 
equipped for the purposes of practically demon
strating and illustrating technical and scientific 
papers.

On the same floor as the office is also situated 
the Seymour Memorial Library, which is being 
utilised to a much greater extent than formerly, 
and the Technical Societies’ Common Room, 
which has been set aside by the College Council 
as a meeting place, writing room, etc., for the 
members of the several societies. Up to the 
present the Common Room has been very little 
used, and it is greatly to be hoped that the 
members will in future make more use of it.

The question of Closer Coroperation between 
the several technical societies was discussed at 
the last Annual Meeting, but in the absence of 
any definite proposals, the Council has nothing 
fresh to lay before you at this meeting. Prof. 
Orr, in his valedictory address to the Institute 
of Mechanical Engineers last week, referred at 
length to the question of Federation, and 
it is understood that the Council of that 
Institute will move in the matter shortly. 
The Society may be assured, however, that 
the incoming Council will jealously guard 
the interests of our Society in whatever steps 
may be taken, and, of course, any proposals 
for Federation will be laid before you for decision 
previous to committing the Society to any par
ticular course of action in this direction.

During the year the Mines Trials Committee, 
which has for its object the practical testing of 
inventions and improvements in matters of metal
lurgical practice, extended its scope so as to 
include inventions in mining practice and mechan
ical appliances. This extension of the work of 
the Committee, will, the Council feels, be of 
infinite advantage to the small inventor and the 
mining industry generally.

At the beginning of this year..the Government 
introduced new mining regulations providing for 
the greater safeguarding of the gold during the 
process of extraction until handed to-the banks.

By the courtesy of the Government Mining 
Engineer, an advance copy of these regulations 
was considered by a Committee of your Council, 
and although some of the regulations were 
considered to be apparently irksome to carry out. 
in practice, and possibly of little practical value, 
it was considered advisable not to press for any 
amendment in them until the effect' of the regu
lations, under actual working conditions, had 
been thoroughly tested.

The Government has recently nominated a. 
Commission to go into the question of the effect 
upon the country in general and the industry in 
particular of the proposed new electrical power 
schemes now before Parliament. Your Council 
has been requested to lay evidence before the- 
Commission, and the matter is now receiving the 
attention of a sub-connnittee of the Council, with 
a view to a statement being prepared to be sub-, 
mitted to the Commission.

The joint standardisation conniiittee'on cement 
testing and other kindred matters, referred to. 
in the last report, upon which your Society has. 
representatives, is still considering the question, 
but nothing has yet been done which can be 
reported to you.

Your Secretary has been the Society’s repre
sentative upon the Rand Regiments Monument 
Committee, which is now taking active steps, 
towards the erection of a monument in Johan-, 
nesburg to the memory of all Rand men who fell 
on the British side during the war. That Com
mittee is now inviting subscriptions for this, 
object, and it is hoped that before long a suitable, 
memorial will be erected. The Society, as you 
know, has its own memorial which is in the- 
Chamber of Mines, but the hope is expressed 
that members, who have not already contributed 
to the Rand Regiments Monument, will send any- 
donation they may deem desirable to the Secre
tary, who has a list open in the office for the. 
purpose.

Several amendments to the Constitution and 
Rules have been made during the year. In view 
of certain correspondence between members of' 
Council and others in distant parts, it was con-, 
sidered that it might be to the advantage of the 
Society if facilities were afforded for the for-, 
mation of sections of the Society on similar lines, 
to those successfully adopted by the Society of 
Chemical Industry. Rules giving effect to the- 
suggestions made by Mr. W. A. Caldecott on this, 
subject, were adopted at the December meeting, 
but up to the present the provisions of these- 
Rules - have not been complied with by any 
members, although there has been considerable 
correspondence on the subject with members in 
Rhodesia and Mexico.
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The Rules regarding the admission of student 
members have been amended in order to provide 
for the large number of learners and apprentices 
at present working on the mines, who are not in 
a position to enable them to pay anything but 
the nominal student fee of half a guinea. Steps 
are being taken to advise all the mines of this 
extension of the privileges of the Society, and 
the Council trusts, that before the next Annual 
Meeting, a large number of these prospective 
members will have taken the first step by joining 
■as students.

As referred to in the last Annual Report, an 
■extension of the Society’s work in other parts of 
the world was taken in hand by the election, by 
the Council, of Corresponding Members of 
Council. Owing to the distances and the time 
taken in correspondence, it is not yet possible to 
accurately gauge the effect of this scheme, but 
judging by the sympathy and efforts of those 
gentlemen' who have kindly undertaken to act 
for the Society in distant lands, the success 
of the scheme is assured. Since the foregoing 
was written, news has been received that both 
New Zealand and India will be added to the 
list on the front page of the Journal, and our 
thanks are due to all of those gentlemen for the 
work they are doing on our behalf. In  this 
connection it is gratifying to make formal acknow
ledgement in this Report of the action of the 
Institution of Mining and Metallurgy in electing 
the President of your Society for the time being, 
as one of its Corresponding Members of Council, 
an honour which is highly appreciated.

To revert, to one or two matters of local in
terest, the Council, for the past eight months, has 
given effect to the suggestion to distribute at 
the monthly meetings, proof copies of papers to 
be read. This action appears to have met with 
the approval of members, and as the cost is very- 
moderate the practice will be continued.

A suggestion was made to your Council to 
reduce the size of the Journal pages, and so to 
•arrange the matter that each paper could be 
extracted and filed for reference under subjects. 
After careful consideration of the idea, which 
has undoubted advantages, the Council felt that 
the alteration would not appeal to the majority 
■of its members. I t  was also decided at the 
beginning of the year, that, in view of the in
creased Associate subscription (which has been 
accepted cheerfully by those affected) to increase 
the price of single copies of the Jow'nal to non- 
anembers from 2s. to 3s.

In conclusion, your Council desires to place on 
'record its thanks to the Chamber of Mines, and 
to the Council of the University College, for the 
iuse of rooms for the monthly meetings; to 
Messrs. van Hulsteyn, Feltham and Fry, the

Hon.-Solicitors, for legal advice and assistance; 
to your Auditor, Mr. Alex. Aiken, for the 
really arduous work entailed (performed quite 
honorarily) in the auditing of your accounts; 
and to your Hon. Treasurer, Mr. James Little
john, and to Mr. A. Whitby who acted in his 
stead during Mr. Littlejohn’s serious illness. 
Your Council also desires to record its regret 
that Mr. T. Lane Carter, one of your Vice- 
Presidents, and Mr. C. B. Kingston, another 
member of your Council, will not be able to 
stand for election this year owing to their 
absence from the country ; and to express the 
acknowledgements of the Society to the local 
Press for the space accorded and the publicity 
given to the proceedings of the Society and 
notices of its activities.

The P res ident: You have heard the Report 
and Balance Sheet for the year. I  beg formally 
to move that the same be adopted.

Mr. E. J. Laschinger (Member) seconded the 
motion.

Mr. H. A. W hite  (Member of Council) : I  
want to call attention to one little point in the 
Report regarding the list of attendances of 
Members of Council. ’ I  notice that all our Past- 
Presidents, except one, were content with a single 
attendance.

Mr. J. Gray (Member) : There is one item I  
notice has been omitted, namely, thanks to Mr. 
Rowland, our Secretary. He is too bashful 
himself to include it in the Report, but I  think 
it only needs mentioning, for him to receive a 
very hearty vote of thanks.

The vote of thanks was carried by acclamation.

T H E  W A R  M E M O R IA L .

Mr. E. H. Johnson (Past-President) : There 
is an item mentioned in the Report with reference 
to the memorial to those who fell during the 
war. Since we have moved to our new home, do 
you not think our little memorial might be moved 
out of the shockingly bad light it is in at present, 
at the Chamber of Mines ? I  think we should 
obtain the consent of the Council of the Univer
sity to have it placed in the entrance hall of the 
College.

The President : The matter has been under 
the consideration of the Council of the Society, 
and it was thought it might be advisable to leave 
it where it is for the present, as the Government 
and Municipality are considering the matter of 
erecting a number of large buildings, Town Hall, 
Museum, and so forth. When these buildings 
are completed, a final and permanent home may 
be found in one of them, perhaps in the new 

Town Hall,
The Report and Financial Statement were 

adopted.
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M E X IC A N  IN ST IT U T E  OF M IN IN G  A N D  M E T A LLU R G Y .

The President: I  should like to mention 
■that we have received notice of the formation in 
-Mexico of a Mexican Institute of Mining and 
■Metallurgy, and I  think it is only right and 
proper, considering this new institute is going to 
work on lines similar to our own, that we should 
■extend to them our hearty greetings and best 
\vishes for the success of the institution.

I t  is not my intention to-night to inflict upon 
you a valedictory address. I  shall follow the 
■excellent example set by my predecessor, and 
leave the field open for the incoming President 
to select the matter for his inaugural address. 
Although our membership is very large, there are 
still large numbers of workers on the reef who 
certainly ought to belong to the Society, and I  
regret to say that there are very many, who 
although they are occupying very good positions 
■and quite able to pay the subscriptions to this 
Society, which after all amounts only for a 
member, to about l id .  a day,and for an associate 
member Id. a day, yet these men content them
selves with a cheap form of acquiring knowledge 
and information, by borrowing our Journals from 
■other members, and reading them. If these 
people find that our Journals contain matter 
which is interesting, to them, and from which 
they can extract, information and instruction, I  
certainly think they ought to support our Society 
and strenghten it. For after all, it must not be 
forgotten that it is greatly due to the labours of 
the members of the Society, from the highest to 
the lowest, that this magnificient mining industry 
has been brought to such a stage as it now 
is in, and by this means, finding employment 
for such a large number of those whose work 
•comes under one or other of the branches dealt 
with by this Society.

In taking leave of you to-night, as your 
President, I  need hardly tell you I  do so with 
'much regret. My year of office has been to me 
a most pleasant one, and I  wish to take this 
opportunity of thanking you all for the loyal and 
cordial support you have extended to me. I  
should also like specially to thank the members 
of the late Council, many of whom I  hope to see 
re-elected. I  am sure that my successor, whoever 
he may be, will appreciate your action, and I  am 
sure he will find that the meetings of the Council 
in the future will be characterised by that zeal in 
the interests of the Society, and by the same 
friendship which has been such a feature of the 
.past year. I  cannot close my remarks without 
referring to the work which has been done by 
our Secretary, Mr. Fred. Rowland. His labours 
have been very arduous, and especially so with 
■regard to producing the Journal, which, as you

have seen in the Report, has been a feature of 
the Council’s work. I  am sure it is a Joiornal of 
which we must all be proud, for I  am sure there 
is nothing approaching it in South Africa. I  
wish to thank Mr. Rowland, personally, for the 
arduous work he has done, and for the great 
assistance he has given me in other matters. I 
wish also to say that his work has been very 
much esteemed by your Council, who at their 
last meeting had the pleasure of. voting him a 
bonus of £50 for his excellent work. With these 
few remarks I  will take my leave of you as 
President.

ELECT ION  OF O FF ICERS A N D  COUNCIL .

The President : A matter which you are all 
eagerly waiting for is the declaration of the 
election of officers for the coming year. The 
following is the report and the result of the 
voting:—

Johannesburg, 19th June, 1909.

T h e  C h a i r m a n ,

A n n u a l  G e n e r a l  M e e t in g  o f  M e m b e r s .

Dear Sir,— We have to report having received 
194 ballot papers, of which 5 were invalid in 
respect of voting for Vice-Presidents and Council.

The result of the voting is as follows :—  

P r e s id e n t  :

Mr. A. McA. Johnston.

• V ic e -Pr e s id e n t s  :

Dr. J. Moir. Mr. W. R. Dowling
Mr. C. B. Saner.

H o n . T r e a s u r e r  :

M r . James Littlejohn (unanimously). 

M e m b e r s  o f  C o u n c il .:

1 Prof J. A. Wilkinson
2 Mr. K. L. Graham.
3 ,, A. Richardson.
4 ,, G. O. Smart.
5 Prof. G H. Stanley.
6 Mr. F. F. Alexander.

7 Mr. H. A. White.
8 „ A. Whitby.
9 ,, E. J. Laschinger

10 ,, E. H. Croghan.
11 ,, J. E. Thomas.
12 ,, M. Cullen.

Yours faithfully,

S g d : J a s . G r a y , 'I

,, R a l i-h  S t o k e s ,

,, L. J .  W il m o t h , \Scrutineers. 
„ A. D o n a l d  V i n e y ,

,, S . N e w t o n ,  J
The President : I  must heartily congratulate 

you upon your choice. In Mr. McArthur 
Johnston you have a man of high scientific 
attainments, and of sterling character. I  am sure 
he will do great things for the Society. I  am 
very glad that you have re-elected so inany of 
the late Council, as they have been very hard 
workers.
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Mr. A.. McArthur Johnston ( Vice-President): 
-Mr. President, ladies and gentlemen, it affoids 

me great pleasure in having to thank you for the 

■honour you have done me. Unfortunately I  ain

■ not prepared to make a speech to-night, but I  

’ hope at the next meeting to show my appreciation 

■more fully. I  congratulate you on the good 

•sense you have shown in re electing so many of 

our late members of the Council. They have 

done the work well in the past, and I  am sure 

they will assist me in the work we have to tackle 

in the future.

Mr. C. B. Saner (Member of Council) : In

• the absence of Dr. Moir, and on behalf of Mr. 

iDowling and myself, I  wish to thank you very 

'heartily for electing us as Vice-Presidents. I

also wish to move a vote of thanks to the

• scrutineers. I t  took them a long while to get 

through their arduous and responsible work, and 

j I  think it is only due to them for the excellent

■ manner in which they have carried out their

• duties.

The vote of thanks was carried unanimously.

Mr. J. Gray (Member) : I  feel that the duty

• of returning thanks on behnlf of the scrutineers 

falls to me, as this was the fifth occasion on 

which I  have acted as scrutineer. I  have also on

• behalf of the scrutineers to thank Mr. Rowland, 

who on behalf of the Society, so generously

■sustained us during our arduous labours.

V IS IT  TO SIM M ELt D E E P , LTD .

The President : Since our last meeting, as 

you have seen in the Journal, the Society had 

the pleasure of visiting the surface works of the 

'Simmer Deep, Ltd., an excursion to which I  am

• sure we all looked forward for a very long time, 

and 1 should like to formally place on record the 

•appreciation of the members of that visit and of 

what we saw and learned, and also to record our 

hearty thanks to the Consolidated Goldfields of 

•South Africa, and to the management and staff 

■of the Simmer Deep, for so kindly allowing us to 

visit the property and for showing and explaining 

■everything to us, and for entertaining us in the 

'wav they did.
The vote of thanks was carried by acclamation.

Mr. E. J. Laschinger (Member) : Votes of 

thanks are in order, but I  am certain the vote 

I  would like to propose just now is not one which 

is simply a matter of routine, namely, a vote of 
thanks to the retiring President and Council and 

to the officials for the very excellent work they 

have done during the year. I t  is reflected in the 

statements of accounts and the balance sheet. 

Every Society looks to its Council for results, 

and the results have been most excellent. Not

withstanding the taking away of the membership

of those who did not pay their subscriptions, they 

have nevertheless added to the list of members, 

and carried us through the past year— a year of 

great depression when everyone has been rather 

hard, pushed for money— very successfully and- 

given the Society a very fine statement of 

accounts. I  think the Society has never been in 

a more flourishing condition than it is at the 

present moment.. I  will ask the members to pass 

this vote of thanks by acclamation.

The President : Speaking on behalf of my

self and the late Council, I  thank you very 

heartily indeed for the appreciation which you 

have show'n of our work. I  am sure it has been 

a pleasure to both myself and the Council, and 

what the Council has done in the past I  am sure 

they w'ill continue to do in the future, that your 

new President will receive their fullest support, 

and that he will at the end of his term have the 

same feelings towards the Society and towards 

the members of the Council as I  have.

I t  has been thought by the Council that it 

would perhaps be a pleasant innovation in our 

proceedings if at 9 o’clock we had an interval of 

five or ten minutes when coffee could be served. 

I t  is quite an innovation, of course, it is a mattei 

of but small expense to the Society, and I  would 

like members to express their opinion about it  

The actual expense to the Society for each meet 

ing, taking the average attendance, would be 

about a sovereign. I  would like someone to 

bring forward a motion on the subject a little 

later on.

After coffee had been served, which afforded 

an interval of informal conversation, the follow 

ing paper was read :—

THE EFFECT O N  AM ALGAM AT IO N , OF 

D IF F E R E N T  IN T ERV A LS  OF T IM E 

BETW EEN  THE D R E SS IN G S  OF PLATES.

By G. O. S m a r t  (Member of Council).

Following on the successful installation of tube 

mills in reduction works practice and the conse

quent coarse crushing of ore by the stamps, it 
appeared to me that longer intervals of time 

between the dressings of battery plates would 

not materially affect the- percentage of gold 
recovered by amalgamation, as owing to the 

coarse sand and increased tonnage passing over 

the plates, the surface remains bright, and a com

paratively small amount of black sand is caught 

thereon. Even should the extraction be slightly 

less, it might still be advantageous to dress plates 

at longer intervals, seeing that there is a secondary 

a-nalgamation to follow on the tube mill plates,
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Under the New Gold Law Regulations, covers 
with double locks have to be used on all mill 
plates. This necessitates the presence of two 
white men each time these covers are removed, 
and as every dressing entails extra labour and 
the withdrawal of shiftsmen’s attention from the 
efficient running of the mill, it is clearly evident" 
that any reduction in the number of plate dress
ings required would be beneficial to general mill 
practice, provided the total extraction be not 
detrimentally affected.

Trials were accordingly undertaken to prove 
the truth of this contention, or otherwise, with 
the following results : —

During November, December, 1908, and Jan
uary, 1909, all plates in the mill were dressed at 
eight hour intervals, and in Eebruaiy, March 
and April, 1909, at twelve hour intervals.

Table I. gives a comparison of the results 
obtained for the two periods involved.

I  have adopted twelve hour intervals between the 
dressings of mill plates, which appears to be- 
sufficient under the conditions obtaining at the 
Simmer and Jack, but I  would not advocate 
others doing the same, without making prelimi
nary tests, as the same results may not be obtained 
in every case.

In conclusion, I  may say that the plates must 
be in good order, arid a sufficient setting of 
amalgam must be left after clean-up. If  plates 
are scraped down to bare copper, a practice only 
too common in some mills on the Rand, good 
amalgamation will not be obtained even with 
dressings every hour.

I  am making similar tests on the tube mill 
plates where there is considerably more black sand. 
Probably these'plates will not run as long as the 
mill plates without dressing, but from the figures 
already obtained it would appear that they do

T a b l e  I .— E x t r a c t io n  o n  M i l l  P l a t e s .

Date. Heads
dwt.

Tails
dwt.

Extrac
tion
dwt.

Extrac
tion

%

G r a d i n g .

+ ■01. -01+-ooe - -OOG.

Nov., Dec., 1908, Jan., 1909, eight hours 
between dressings ...

Feb., March, April, 1909, twelve hours' 
between dressings ...

7-584

7-359

3-952

3-818

3-632

3-541

47-890

48-118

40 90 

38-27

13-03

12-97

46-07

48-77'

I t  will be noticed that the extraction is higher 
for the period of twelve hour dressings, but on 
the other hand, and in part explanation of this, 
the gradings show a finer product passing over 
the plates during that trial.

A further experiment, covering a period from 
February 11th to April 19th, 1909, was under
taken to determine the extraction at different 
intervals of time between the dressings of the 
plates, and the1 results are as embodied in Table 
I I . (see next page). From this table it will be seen 
that the extraction progressively improves up to six 
hours from the time of dressing plates, and then 
falls off again, until at the end of twelve hours it' 
has dropped to 49 '10%, or '09% lower than that 
obtained three hours after dressing. The highest 
extraction of 53'57%, obtained six hours after 
dressing, has an original value of 8 38 dwt., 
whilst for the lowest extraction, viz., 49'10%; 
obtained twelve hours after dressing, it is only 
7"79 dwt., this being the lowest original value in 
the tables. In'addition, it is to be noted that 
the percentage of + '01 grade is lowest for the . 
highest extraction.

The'results of both tests can best be seen from 
the diagrams supplied*. As a result of these tests,

. * See “ Economics of Amalgamation,” by.Justin H. Haynes. 
— Mine# and M i n e r a l Feb., 1009; abstracted in this Jo u rn a l, 
p. 488—9.

not require dressing every four hours. I  will be- 
able to give these figures in my reply.

The President: I  beg to move a hearty vote 
of thanks to Mr. Smart for his interesting and 
instructive paper. I  may say that for some few 
months past I  have been dressing plates on the 
Village Main Reef Mine every eight hours, and I, 
certainly, have not found any apparent diminution 
in the yield of amalgam, that is to say, extraction.
I  have not attempted to go quite so far as the 
author in dressing every 12 hours, because 1 
wanted to carry the eight hour dressings a little 
further. It  is a very curious fact he mentions- 
with regard to the best extraction obtaining six. 
hours after dressing-, and it struck me in thinking; 
over the matter whether this was possibly due to 
the fact that a freshly dressed plate would be in 
a very bright and slippery condition, and perhaps 
might not catch up the small particles of “ black 
sand ” which is really a misnomer, as they are 
really small pieces of pyrites bearing fragments 
of native gold' which'just enables them to get • 
caught on the plate. It  struck me that a freshly 
dressed plate might allow these particles to 
pass over, it more easily than after a certain 
period of time, during which there would 
have been taking place a gradual accumulation of
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the so-called “ black sand,” which would assist 
in holding up other particles travelling down the 
plate. Then again, later oil tlie extraction- falls. 
Might that not be due to a considerable amount 
of very fine •“ black sand ” having collected on 
the plate and coating it to such an extent as to 
begin to prevent the particles being able to adhere 
to the plate. I t  just occurred to me that might 
afford some explanation.

Mr. W . R. Dow ling ( Member of Council) : In 
seconding the vote of thanks to Mr. Smart for 
his valuable paper; I  would like to quote some 
results obtained at the joint mill of the Knights 
Deep and Simmer and Jack East.

In  the first series of tests, using 800 mesh 
screen with "025 in. aperture :—
At 4 hours after dressing the recovery was 56'9% 

j? 8 ,, ,, ,, ,, 57 3 
In another series with 400 mesh screen and 

•035 in. aperture.
At 4 hours after dressing the recovery was 44-2% 
„ 8 „ „ „ 45-5
„ 10 „ „ „ „ 44-8 

„ 12  „ „ „ „ 43-7 
Immediately after the 12 hour sample was 

taken the plates were dressed, and a few minutes 
after re-starting sampled again, when the extrac
tion was 46' 1%.

A third series of samples showed :—
At 4 hours after dressing the recovery was 49'5% 

j5 8 ,, ,, ,, ,, 48 i 
,, 12 ,, ,, _ ,, 4-3-1

and immediately after dressing 48'9
Tlie conclusions drawn from these and other 

results were that it was perfectly safe to change 
from rhe then practised 4 hours dressing, to 
8 hours, but that 12 hours was too long for this 
particular ore, although according to the second 
series quoted, 10 hours run was possible. The 
objection to the 10 hour interval was that it did 
not divide up the 24 hour day conveniently. It 
was, therefore, decided to dress at 8 hour intervals. 
Both mills have now been running on these lines 
for the past six months without any loss either 
in the mill or the cyanide.works.

It  is interesting to note the immediate recovery 
of efficiency of the plates after dressing, as shown 
in the second and third, series of results. These 
results do: not confirm Mr. Haynes’ conclusion 
that the efficiency improves up to a certain time 
after dressing and then drops again. I  admit, 
however, that I  have seen indications of this rise 
and hope to satisfy myself on the point later..

The advantages of longer intervals between 
dressings are obvious. In my own case, without 
asking the amalgamators to do more work than 

: before or putting oil additional men, I  was able 
to comply with the -regulations requiring two
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white men to be present at the uncovering and 
work on the plates. In  passing, I  would like to 
express it as...my opinion that the work and 
trouble connected with the covering of plates and 
boxes was very much overrated, and that the

• .saving of milling time by longer intervals between 
the plate dressings far' more than offsets the 
trivial delay of removing plate covers.

Mr. Smart deserves thanks from all those 
engaged in the mining industry, as I  understand 
that quite a number of mills have already extended 
the four interval to eight, with corresponding 
increase in milling capacity and consequent profit.

Mr. F. F. Alexander (Member).-. I  would 
like to ask Mr. Smart what he considers a good 
.setting.- This is a very important factor in 
amalgamation, and might be more clearly set 
-forth, particularly with regard to coarse crushing. 
The ancient practice on these fields has retained 
•a large amount of amalgam on the plates, but 
with the crushing now obtaining this is impossible. 
A good setting of amalgam may be either 500 oz. 
or 50 oz. Either may be good, and possibly both 
very bad, unless the plate is properly conditioned. 
Therefore will the author give us some idea of 
what he means by a ‘‘ good setting ” with a 200 
iinesh screen ?

Mr. G. 0. Smart (Member of Council) : You 
can steam the plates or scrape close, so long as 
you avoid exposing copper. However, if after 
.steaming, the plates are scrubbed with blocks of 
wood coverpd with screening, coarse sand and 
mercury being applied to the plate at the same 
■time, and the resulting soft amalgam removed, 
.some difficulty will be experienced in keeping a 
good amalgamated surface for some time after
wards. I  have no objection to steaming plates in 
-moderation, indeed Irather think it does them good.

Mr. H. A. W h ite  (M, mber of Council) : I  
would like to add my testimony to that of Messrs. 
Smart and Dowling.

Ever since the new regulations came into force, 
■requiring battery plates to be covered over by-a 
screen, we have dressed the plates at the May 
•Consolidated Mine every 8 hours, in place of every 
4 hours, as was done formerly. No loss in extrac- 
-tion by amalgamation hasbeen experienced, in fact, 
practically no difference has been observed.

The figures quoted, especially those by Mr. 
Dowling, scarcely warrant the deduction that 
-improved results are obtained. The differences 
are. small, and when the normal variations can be 
so great as shown by the author the only sound 
•conclusion to be gathered from his admirable 
table of,, results is that no significant difference 
-can be- shown between 4 hour and 8 hour dress
ings. The thanks of the Society are due to him 
-for publishing these figures, which are of especial 
-value at this time. ‘

Mr. A. McA. Johnston {Vice-President)-. 
Have you tried 1‘2 hour dressings?

Mr. H. A. W h ite : Twelve hour dressings 
would be more awkward for us, as 8 hour 
intervals suit the alternation of shifts. The 
results shown by the author do not, however, 
i ncourage experiments i:i this direction, and I  do 
not propose to make any.

The President : I  quite agree with Mr. 
White as to these very small differences. They 
are so very small that one can afford to absolutely 
ignore them. If there had been a difference of 
5, 6, or ] 0%, we might have seen something in 
them. The differences are so small as to lead us 
to believe the results are practically the same. :

Mr. Hans Meyer (Member) : May I  ask the 
author what is .the average recovery value of the 
Simmer and Jack? I  ask this because I  feel 
that his figures showing his “ heads,” unless they 
are exceptional, are very high all through.

Mr. G. 0. Smart : I  hardly understand tiie 
question, and do not exactly know what informa
tion is required. If it is the gold value of 
the Simmer and Jack ore and the extraction 
obtained therefrom, reference to the published 
jeports of the company is all that is required. It 
is not my intention to discuss this matter.

Mr. E. J. Laschinger {Member): I  would 
like to say one thing in view of what has been 
said by Mr. White and the President, with regard 
to the small differences which are said to be 
really of no account. I  should like to congratu
late the author on giving us such exceptional 
figures, working down to three decimal places. 
From an engineering and scientific point of view 
we have to deal with definite data, but figures 
are too often presented in a rough and crude 
form. If  a metallurgist is making experiments 
he deserves every credit for going into them 
thoroughly and working things out accurately.

The P resident: I  had no fault to find with 
the author’s figures; it was the result of his 
figures I  wTas looking at.

Prof. J. A. W ilk inson {M I mber of Council) 
next read the following paper :—

THE SMELTING OF GOLD PRECIPITATES 
AND BULLION  W ITH O IL  FUEL.

By A r t h u r  Y a t e s , M.I.M M. (Corresponding 
Member of Council).

At the Redjang Lebong Gold and Silver Mine, 
Fumatra, we have a 70 stamp battery with 
i yanide works, and our precipitation in the latter 
is done in the usual zinc boxes, the extractor 
house equipment including an acid treatment 
tank for “ shorts” only, a filter press, and a
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calciner, the latter dealing with both the non-acid 
treated precipitate and the acid treated “ shorts.” 
We find that good washing and good calcination 
materially affect the amount of matte produced 
in the smelting of the precipitate from the “shorts.”

The smelting of both precipitates is carried 
out in two tilting furnaces, also called Balbach 
or Fabre du Faure furnaces; these find an 
application in the metallurgy of zinc, and I  
believe were first used in connection with the 
gold precipitates of the cyanide process in Western 
Australia.

The inside measurements of a retort are: 
mouth, 6-J- in .; greatest diameter, 13f in .; 
bottom diameter, 9J in .; length, 30 in .; the 
mouth is closed during smelting with the stand 
of a No. 50 salamander crucible. The retort sits 
in the furnace at an angle of '30° to the horizontal.

The furnaces, as supplied by the maker, were 
bricked in on top and covered with a casting 
having a central fuel feed door. This arrange
ment threatened us with considerable work and 
expense every time a retort had to be changed, 
also with bad distribution of the fuel and trouble
some stoking, besides interfering with the partial 
turning of the retort, which is necessary every 
day of service, to prevent cutting through on the 
metal line. So we improved it by closing in the 
top with three loose arches of firebrick, the bricks 
of each arch being clamped together with a strap 
of 3 in. x | in. flat iron with a ring bolt over the 
centre by which it may be lifted. We also placed 
a large loose fireclay tile over the neck of the 
retort within the front plate casting. These 
adjustments enable the retorts to be changed 
quickly and without expense. In case a retort 
should crack or cut through, there is a 2 in. hole, 
plugged with ore slimes, in the centre of the 
furnace bottom, through which the metal and 
slag can be run.

The furnaces are compact, li^ndy and clean in 
operation ; the retort, which projects through the 
front casting of the furuace, is charged from the 
outside, and there is none of the heat and trouble 
which is associated with the reverberatory and 
pot furnaces. The contents are always under 
control, and the removal of the charge, by turning 
a hand wheel which tilts the furnace, is simple 
and safe. Until April, 1908, the furnaces had' 
been worked with a mixture of coke and charcoal, 
charcoal alone not giving sufficient heat to melt 
the charge ; the difficulties attending transport 
here made this fuel expensive, as coke costs up 
to £15 6s. per ton.

Four “ Billow ” atomisers, class “ FM,” made 
by the National Supply Co., of Chicago, and 
costing §20'00 each, were ordered and tried in 
April with excellent results, two being used 
with' each furnace. The furnaces were filled

in with firebricks until a space of only 2 in. was- 
left around the sides and bottom of the retort. 
Sitting on the neck of the retort in front, and 
supported on a brick in the flue at the back, half

- of an old retort, cut longitudinally, was fixed as- 
a hood. Just below the retort, and centrally 
placed in the sides of the furnace two pieces of
3 in. pipe were built into the brickwork and in 
these the atomisers were placed, their brass shells 
being protected by a cover of 2 in. piping screwed 
over them and projecting 1 inch in front.

Kerosene oil is used, and each furnace has- 
a twenty gallon oil storage tank placed 18 ft. 
above the atomisers, with which they are con
nected by % in. piping and flexible metallic 
(steel) tubing. Air at about 40 lb. pressure 
is delivered through a 2 in. main with f  in. 
branches fitted with -J- in. brass cocks and 
connected to the atomisers by f  in. flexible- 
metallic tubing. To economise heat, and' assist 
the vaporising of the oil, the air supply main 
enters the stack at the junction of the two furnace- 
flues, and some 14 ft. of its length is coiled there
in ; this gives the air feed a high temperature, 
and effects a saving of oil. The front casting 
of the furnace has a 2 in. sight hole, fitted with 
a mica plate, through which the working of the- 
atomisers can be observed. The two flames are 
set so that they point slightly upwards and con
verge and meet one another just below the retort, 
with the result that the force of the jet is 
broken, and the heat is distributed .where most' 
required. A white flame is used for a few 
minutes at the start until the atomisers and 
furnace are hot and vaporise the oil properly,, 
after which more air is admitted and less oil, 
giving a blue flame, with complete combustion. 
With precipitate carrying only a small percentage 
of sands or ore slimes, 1,200 lb. can be run down 
between- 6 a.m. and 4 p.m., or 600 lb. per fire 
per day, this being made up of two pours, of 
about 300 lb. each. The retort will take 150 lb. 
to 200 lb. precipitate and fluxes on starting,- the- 
rest being added as the charge melts down.

The consumption of oil may be reckoned at' 
four gallons per hour for each fire, or one gallon' 
of oil for 15 lb. of roasted precipitate. In May 
the consumption of oil was 440 gallons,, which 
works out at one gallon per 12'47 lb. of roasted 
precipitate, but this includes the remelting of 
bars and mattes, etc., also the melting of two 
mill bars.

With the oil our smelting occupies some 60' 
hours per month, as against 140 hours with- 
mixed .coke and charcoal on similar material; that 
is to say, a European smelter a,nd four boys are 
working six days a month as against 14'days, 
which i t ' will be allowed, is a very appreciable- 
saving. Add to this advantage the easy control,.
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the regular heat, and the cleanliness of the oil 
fuel plant, and I  think its use will commend itself 
to those members of the Society whose cyanide 
plants are located in districts where oil can be 
obtained at moderate cost. The price of the 
■complete castings for a tilting furnace is about 
£90 f.o.b. London, and the retorts cost £3  2s. fid. 
■each, f.o.b. London.

Below is a copy of the log return of two months 
clean-up.

.MARCH. MAY.
First 

• Clean-up.

‘ p • ■ %Precipitate:

Second
Clean-up.

°/

First
Clean-up.

°/

Second
Clean-up.

°/
/o 7o /o

Gold- ... 7-81 7-48 ’ 6 67 8-03
Silver ... 48'96 48-96 46-81 48-84
Selenium ... 2'10 3-20 3-86 2-94
Silica ... 10 34 8-74 12-64 10 12
Zinc oxide ... 8 07 7-23 12-35 12-04
Other oxides

(as Fe20 3) 22 72 24-39 17-67 1803
.Roasted

weight, lbs. 1,975 1,567 2,055 1,920

Shorts :

Gold ... 7’58 6-98 7-35 6-43
Silver ... 47 87 40-25 44-21 43-06
Selenium ... 5’56 4-88 6-06 7-98
Silica ... 10 36 6-80 9-50 10-98
Zinc oxide ... 5'03 13-72 7-62 9-75
Other oxides

(as Fe20 3) 23'60 27-27 25-26 21-88
Roasted

weight, lbs. u"£ 432 697 815

Precipitate :
MALICIL. MAY.

Pressed weight, lbs. 6,356 • 8,294
Roasted weight, lbs. 3,542 3,975
Per cent, loss 44-2 52 0
Ounces bullion 32,170 34,416
Ounces gold 3,883 4,207
Ounces silver 26,296 28,090
Ounces bullion per lb. roasted

precipitate 9-08 8 61
Ounces gold per lb. roasted

precipitate 1-09 1-05
Ounces .silver per lb. roasted

precipitate 7-42 7-06
Pounds borax per lb. roasted

precipitate 0-126 0-147
Pounds soda per lb. roasted

precipitate 0 063 0-070
Pounds slag 1,600 1,740
Slag assay, per ton, gold dwt. 5'6 7-7
Slag assay, per ton, silver dwt. 501-0 1917-2

Shwts :

Pounds wet weight... 3,232 3,600
Pounds pressed weight 1,712 2,735

Pounds roasted weight ... 958
Per cent, loss on wet weight ... 70'3
Ounces bullion ... ... 7,560
Ounces gold ... ... 954
Ounces silver ... ... 5,845
Ounces bullion per 

shorts
lb. roasted

7 71
Ounces gold per 

shorts
lb. roasted

1-00
Ounces silver per 

shorts
lb. roasted

6-10
Pounds acid per 

shorts
lb. roasted

2-08
Pounds borax per 

shorts
lb. roasted

0-175
Pounds soda per 

shorts
lb. roasted

0-058
Pounds iron per 

shorts
lb. roasted

0-018

1,512
58-0

12,323
1,676
9,638

5-14 

117

6-30 

1-32

0-148

0-037

0016
740

32-7
2785-1
2,480
0-84

4

Pounds slag ... ... 740
■Slag assay per ton, gold, dwt. 10'8
Slag assay per ton, silver, dwt. 1260'2
Total weight of slag, lb. ... 2,340
Average oz. slag per oz. bullion 0’94
Retorts used ... ... 5 
One retort = lbs. precipitate and

shorts ... ... 900 1,372
One retort =  oz. bullion ... 7,946 11,685
One retort=oz. gold ... 967 1,470 
Pounds precipitate and shorts,

pressed ... ... 8,068 11,029 
Pounds precipitate and shorts,

roasted ... ... 4,500 5,487
Per cent, loss ... .. 44'2 50’2
Ounces bullion ... . . 39,730 46,739
Ounces gold ... ... 4,837 5,883 
Ounces silver ... ... 32,142 37,728
Ounces bull on per lb. roasted 8’82 8 51
Ounces gold per lb. roasted ... 1'07 1*07
Ounces silver per lb. roasted ... 6 92 6'87
Average fineness, gold ... 121'17 112-3
Average fineness, silver ... 810 12 807'8
b'ine metal ... ... 931 "29 920'1
Oil used, gallons ... ... 440' 
One gallon oil = lbs. precipitate

and shorts ... 12'47
Smelting time, hours ... 140 60 

On the 48 analyses of roasted precipitate and 
■shorts made in 1907 the bullion obtained was
5'0% gold and 4'2% silver more than called for.

The President: On your behalf I  would 
like to pass a hearty vote of thanks to Mr. Yates 
for his valuable contribution. I t  is certainly 
interesting to us to receive these notes upon what 
is done in distant lands such as Sumatra. _ The
oil furnaces there from his remarks appear to be 
quite a success and to have effected a considerable 
saving.
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THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE GOLD  
PRODUCED ON THE RAND.

(Read at February Meeting, 1909.)

By T. K iuke R ose, D.Sc., A.R.S.M., M.I.M.M.,
F.C.S. (Hon. Member).

D ISC U SS IO N .

Mr. W . A. Caldecott (Past-President) : Our 
Society is much to be congratulated that its pro
ceedings are enriched by a paper which its author 
is so peculiarly well fitted to write, and which is 
so appropriately published in the greatest gold 
mining centre of the British Empire and of the 
world. Few men are capable of dealing with a 
subject so little understood, and still fewer of 
presenting its.intricacies in so lucid and convinc
ing a form. The paper is of such a nature that 
confident acceptance of the information it contains 
is our natural attitude, supplemented by an 
expression of hope that in regard to one or two 
details the author may still farther enlighten u p .

There is a great difference between tlie know
ledge available as to some portion of the history 
of gold bullion in the United States, and in Greac 
Britain. In the former country the mining com 
panies deliver their unrefined bullion to, and 
receive payment therefor from, the various 
branches of the United States Mint, and the 
admirable annual reports of the director of that 
institution detail most exactly, the methods and 
costs of the refining processes. This is not the 
English practice, as the Royal Mint does not 
refine, and between our mining companies and 
the mint, there intervenes the private refiner, who 
taxes tlie bullion producer at a good deal higher 
rate than the corresponding governmental charges 
in tlie United States.* Possibly Dr. Rose may 
be good enough to tell us, (a) whether it would 
not be .both profitable and advisable for che 
British Government to revert to their practice of 
former years, in refining bullion as well as 
minting coinage, (b) to what processes of refin
ing our bullion is at present subjected, before 
it reaches the Royal Mint, and (c) wlio are the 
purchasers of the 64'5% which is re-exported? 
In  this connection the existence of “ war-chests ” 
of gold coin or bullion in European countries is 
well-known. Just now great attention is being 
paid to the relative present and future naval 
strength of various countries, and some informa
tion as to the amounts of the1 various national 
reserves of the golden “ sinews of war ” w'ould be 
of much interest.

The President: On referring to the table 
of imports of gold into the United Kingdom,

* See th is Jo u rn a lt vol. vi., 1906, p. 258, and  .vol. v iii., 1908, 
p. 192.

given ou p. 266 of the February Journal, it will 
be noticed that the fineness of the bullion gradu
ally improves year by year. What is this due to?: 
Higher up on the same page Dr. Rose gives 875 
as the average fineness of South African bullion. 
The imports from British India and Australasia' 
have altered but little, but South Africa and 
Rest of World have considerably increased. Now 
as the fineness given by Dr. Rose for South 
African bullion is below the average for the 
whole for any of the given three years ; is the- 
increase in the average fineness of the total 
imports due perhaps to a larger amount of very 
high grade bullion coming from some part of the- 
Rest of World ? If  I  am correct in my surmise, 
could the author say from wliat part- this high 
grade bullion ccmes?

SOUTH AFRICAN COALS AND THEIR. 

ECONOMICS.

(Head at April Meeting, 1909.)

By A r t h u r  J. A n d k e w s .

d i s c u s s i o n .

Mr. E. J. Laschinger (Member)-. I  had1 
intended to prepare a discussion on this paper,, 
for I  think it is a paper of great interest. It  is 
certainly of great interest to engineers'. There is 
only one thing I  would like to touch upon to
night, and that has reference to the geological 
formation to which the coal belongs. The author 
says in the beginning of his paper ; that our coal 
was produced chiefly from leaves and twigs. I  
think that is wrong, for I  know7 that the Ver- 
eeniging coal fields show tremendous casts of tree 
trunks. There, most of the coal is certainly 
made by the trunks of large-trees which flourished 
in the coal era. With regard- to the amount of 
dirt and mineral matter present in the coal, he 
demonstrates that lower level coals are cleaner 
than higher level coals.. Thus Natal coals are. 
cleaner than Middelburg coals, and the Middelj- 
burg coals are cleaner than the high veld coals o 
Johannesburg. I  think theie is a simple expla
nation for this. There is, no doubt, in the mind 
of geologists that the back-bone of the country 
has been this part of South Africa. This high 
veld ridge of the Witwatersrand has always been 
the highest part of South Africa, and we have 
here the upper end of the coal formation of South 
Africa. The lower- levels have been more' 
favoured with the conditions for the production 
of good coal. I  believe the coal formed on these 
higher ridges w'as flooded with masses of sand 
and .mud swept down by mountain streams, and 
thus became very dirty. In fact, in the coal
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fields at Vereeniging, in the lower seams you get 
layers of coal with banket embodied in it, show
ing that the field had been periodically inundated, 
and that the layers of vegetation were covered by 
a mountain torrent which rolled the pebbles 
along. For the Natal coal we had very much 
quieter conditions, which gave a chance for the 
coal vegetation to accumulate quietly, and not be 
inundated with large masses of sand swept down 
from the mountains. I  think that~is the explana
tion as to why the Natal coals are better than the 
coals on the higher levels. They have also been 
subject to greater pressure, and therefore are more 
anthracitic. This discussion of the subject is 
merely of scientific or academic interest, but at 
the same time the more we can learn about the 
scientific bearings of questions of this kind, the 
more interest the subject creates ; interest which 
may also lead to some practical conclusion, or some 
method of investigation, which will be of great 
value in practice. I  would like to discuss the 
paper from the practical standpoint, but unfortu
nately 1 am not able to do so this evening.

Prof. J. A. W ilk inson (Member of Council) 
read the following contribution :—

SUGGESTIONS FOR A NEW  ATOMIC 

THEORY.

(Read at, Aj:ril Meeting, 1909.)

By J a m e s  M o i r , M.A., D.Sc., F.R.S.S A.

(Vice-President).

D ISC U SS IO N .

Mr. A. Adair (Member) : In  considering Dr. 
Moir’s paper, one is forcibly reminded, by con
trast, of the enormous amount of w'ork done by 
the chemical giants of the last century.to support 
their ideas; viz., Davy, Berzelius, Gay-Lussac, 
Dulong and Petit, Duinas, Wohler and Liebig,
H. Kopp, Bunsen and many others. T'ley w'orked, 
and then theorised.

The work remains for ever, not so the theories. 
Dr. Moir proceeds differently. He propounds a 
new theory, and concocts two new elements,' and 
that without doing a stroke of work, practical 
work, to support or test his theory and his 
elements. I t  is against this practice that my 
remarks will be directed, partly to save our 
younger members from being misled, and partly 
to assist in removing some of the swelling, which 
has been allowed to accumulate by the worthy 
doctor. He has done good work already, and I  
hope in regaining a little commonsense, he will 
employ his undoubted talents to promote the 
welfare of our beloved science.

With some 40 years’ experience, and on this- 
very suitable occasion, I  venture to point out to 
our budding chemists, that the really important 
work before us is, to discover the properties of 
matter, those permanent facts which time does 
not wither. Also to make use of them.

The opinions, hypotheses, theories, the clumsy 
attempts to explain chemical reactions or pheno
mena, are always in the melting pot, always 
changing, and by comparison witl) the facts, 
wholly unreliable and actually of little value. 
Many of them are foolishly called laws, e.g., 
Mendeleeff’s, on which the author bases his. 
theory. We all use theories, much as insects use 
their antenna}, to feel ahead, but so seldom do 
they accord with the ascertained facts,'that even 
the greatest chemists and physicists nearly always 
fail in their predictions. They, therefore, ascer
tain the facts first and theorise afterwards, having 
been duly humbled by their repeated failures to- 
read Nature aright. I t  is much to be questioned 
whether hypotheses should be allowed to be- 
published. The)7 often further obscure that 
hidden pathway towards the truth, which we are 
conscious of, but which is so difficult to find.

There cannot be any question about those 
mischievous theories which, like the author’s, are 
unsupported by experimental data. They are- 
wTeeds. Bunsen, the celebrated chemist, w7as 
accustomed to say. of them in his courteous way.
“ This is pure theory without any foundation, I  
will therefore pass it without any further remark.”' 
Nor can the author’s theory be taken seriously, 
it is absurd— delightfully absurd. Think of his 
“ spiders,” and of his method of manufacturing 
new7 elements.

I t  cost the Curies, I  understand, some thousands- 
j of pounds, and years of work, to discover radium, 

and study its properties. The doctor will not take 
the trouble to discover new elements, he makes 
them ! I t  may be disappointing, but how easy 
now to get a new element, when it is wanted. 
The method is, of course, mathematical. Thus, 
you write an equation 12 over 4 = 3. 3 is a new 
element. The author names it Zoikon, symbol z.
I t  has no body and no properties—it is all soul. 
He then makes x, for which the equation is
0  + 0  = 2. This body he hesitates to name,, 
perhaps because he has given it negative virtues.
It is found in a circle, crossed It  makes one- 
gloomy to be told that this new born element has 
been already predic(h)ated (sic). One would think 
that the symbol would protect it from predicts or 

other malign influences.
I  must, however, show the doctor the crudity of 

his sub-constitutional formulas applied to the 
metals. One example will suffice. Let us take the 
ftlkali metals. It  cannot be denied that they are- 
electro-positive, and very much so. Taste a little-
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sodium if you wish to be powerfully convinced. 
Now look at . the doctor’s formulas and you will 
find that he has actually .made them negative ! 
Thus, the new gases are neutral, z has not got 
any properties. So the double-armed, more 
numerous negative x’s completely overpower the 
.single-armed, positive H ’s.

Mr. Watson has already shown the absurdity 
of the doctor’s theory, when it is applied to 
organic chemistry.

Prof. Wilkinson gives an example of the 
interesting results obtainable by judiciously 
arranging the atomic weights,' the game all of us 
played at as students, and very fascinating it was.

The preceding was written before I  received 
the May number of the Journal, containing Mr. 
Roux’s contribution to the discussion, which 
•opportunely enough, confirms my remarks about 
mischievous theories. As Mr. Roux is a visitor,
• one has to remember the rights of hospitality, 
but one would hardly be human not to appreciate 
that exquisite little sentence about the seven, also 
not to express the hope that he will not involve 
-us in any new chemical laws until time crowns' 
.him with grey hairs or their equivalent.

STOPE MEASUREMENTS.

(Read at May Meeting, 1909.)

By O t t o  S. T o n n e s e n ' (Member).

D ISC U SS IO N .

The P resident: I  see none of our members 
•are prepared to discuss Mr. Tonnesen’s paper this 
■evening. It was necessary to have the diagrams 
and illustrations before one before it could be 
properly understood. I  feel sure that many of 
our surveyor members will be coming forward 
later on with quite a lot of discussion on it.

Mr. 0. S. Tonnesen (Member)-. I  promised 
to give some results of my experiments for the 
last month. They have proved satisfactory inas
much as I  have been able to measure-in one stope, 
alone, better than I  could formerly do with 
assistants.

RESEARCHES UPON THE TELLURIDE  
GOLD ORES OF CRIPPLE CREEK  

(COLORADO).

(Read at May Meeting, 1909.)

By the P o r t l a n d  M e t a l l u r g ic a l  S o c ie t y  

(edited by T h o s . B. C r o w e ).

d is c u s s io n .

Mr. W . A. Caldecott (Past-President) : Dis
cussion upon 1,his paper would most appropriately 
•come from those engaged in the treatment of

telluride gold ores, and it is to be hoped that 
some of our members with Westralian experience 
will respond to the author’s appeal, and thus 
once more evidence the world-wide co-operative 
spirit of our Society.

I  had the pleasure in 1907 of going over the 
Portland mill and, although a stranger, of receiv
ing a most courteous reception and rsady expla
nation of the methods then employed. The 
superintendent, Mr. G. M. Taylor, is now one of 
our Corresponding Members of Council, and his 
genial enthusiasm is displayed in the authorship 
title of this paper, in that the “ Portland Metal
lurgical Society ” is an informal semi-social 
■gathering fortnightly, of the staff, to discuss the 
problems with which they have to deal.

As stated by the author, mining companies in 
his district are confronted by the fact, that the 
low-grade telluride ore will not pay the cost of 
transport, plus roasting, chlorination, and con
centration.* With us here, fortunately, methods 
already developed are suitable for lower-grade 
ores, but the present relatively low working costs 
on telluride ores at Kalgurli, have only been 
evolved at the cost of much money, time, and 
labour, and it is hence from the latter field rather 
than from our own, that valuable information is 
most likely to be available for-Cripple Creek. 
Since the complex ores, with which the author is 
dealing, are said to contain sulphides of copper, 
lead, zinc and antimony, it would assist in the 
solution of the problem to publish a complete 
quantitative analysis of a typical sample, the 
minerals present being also identified.

The paper states that the difficulty in practice 
of using as oxidisers, persulphates and hypo- 
iodites, is their reductiou by pyrite ; to this 
disability other oxidisers, such as potassium per
manganate, are also subject, though barium 
dioxide is probably less so than most. A use
ful list of possible oxidisers for cyanide treatment 
has been published by Mr. D. Mosher in the 
Mining and Scientific Press for May 15, 1909.t 
This table includes ozone,'chlorine (electrolytic) 
and chlorine peroxide, and gives the cost and 
percentage of available oxygen in each.

In  its essence, the reluctance with which gold 
combined with tellurium dissolves,seems obviously 
due to the fact, that one gold compound (telluride) 
must be decomposed before another (potassium 
auro-cyanide) can be formed, whereas with metallic 
gold the first stage of the process is not required, 
and oxygen present in solution sets free, by com
bining with potassium in KCy, the cyanogen 
radical in a nascent state to combine with the 
metallic gold. Roasting, of course, breaks up 
the. gold-tellurium compound, but what appears

* See this Journa l, p. 43S,
f See this Journa l, p. 437,
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to be required under the conditions outlined by 
the author, is, to find some soluble reagent, which 
is compatible with cyanide in solution, is un
affected by pyrite, and has a greater affinity for 
tellurium than has gold, so that the latter may 
'be set free to dissolve as a double cyanide.

On the motion of Mr. White it was resolved 
that coffee should be provided at the meetings of 
=the Society in future.

The President then declared the meeting closed.

Contributions and Correspondence.
IROUTINE ASSAYING ON A WESTRALIAN  

MINE.

I  would like to reply to Mr. White’s quick 
though ill thought out reply, to a small contribu
tion of mine on Mr. Blyth’s paper.

Mr. White has done the cause of the use of 
borax in fluxing, a decidedly good turn, in bring
ing forward this quotation from some recent 
work of Mr. Clennell. For instance, (1) “ The 
use of a large excess of borax has a tendency, 
■etc.” The most ardent supporters of the use of 
borax, have always cried out against its use in 
excess, and merely claim its use in moderation. 
In  paragraph 3 we have (3) “The presence of borax 
makes the charge distinctly more fusible and 
.gives, usually, a clear greenish slag. By using a 
small quantity of borax in the charge, not exceed
ing 5 gm. to 10 gm. per A.T. of ore, it was found 
that a uniform fusible slag was produced without 
■any noticeable amount of scum, and that the 
buttons could be detached from the slag by a 
slight blow, without any portion of lead adher
ing.” Later on, “ taking the results as a whole, 
it may be said that they show no-marked advant
age either way, and they lend no support to the 
idea, that borax carries any appreciable quantity of
gold into the s la g ................ The addition of a
■ small amount of borax seems, however, to be a 
slight advantage, perhaps chiefly on account of 
the greater fusibility which it imparts to the 

■slag.”
In the face of the above quotations from the 

paper, which seem to support borax flux, he 
refers to the “ small difference in favour of no 
■borax.”

Quotations, like boomerangs in the hands of 
an unskilful thrower, are apt to come back, and 
lie where they are-least expected.”

My extreme variations, which Mr. White refers 
to, I  am at a loss to understand, particularly any 
•connection with the use of borax; I  am of course, 
referring to the variations when using magnesia 
cupels, as stated at the end of my last contribu

tion. Borax, I  might remind Mr. White,' is 
never used in cupellation, even by its most ardent 
supporters. For the usual comparison of different 
cupels I  make up portions of check gold and test 
lead in order to keep a uniformity of button, and 
do not rely upon buttons obtained by crucible 
fusions which may vary slightly in composition.

As to the puzzle, “ find the missing ingredient.” 
The query should be answered by Mr. White, 
not by myself, for if he refers to vol. viii., No. 5, 
p. 151, of our Transactions, he will see the charge 
which gave such queer results, and the one I  so 
strongly condemned is the one he advised me to 
use, as it was sure to give excellent results. As 
Mr. White does not care for the use of borax., 
the puzzle is certainly for him, and not for me, to 
answer, but personally I  would advise him to 
use the much belaboured “ hoary headed super
stition.”

L. J. W i l m o t h . 

Simmer and Jack Proprietary Mines, Ltd.,
June 21st, 1909.

Notices and Abstracts of Articles and 
Papers.

CHEMISTRY.

S i l v e r  C u i ' k l l a t io n  T e m p e r a t u r e s .— "  l'ro f. 

Clias. H. Fulton anil pupils conclude from an investi
gation upon this subject tha t: (1) In case of the 
leads buttons, not containing any appreciable amount 
of copper ore iron, etc., i.e., pure, that a muffle tem
perature of at least 800° C ., and, better, one of 850°, 
is necessary to ‘ uncover ’ or start cupellation ; (2) 
that this temperature may be lowered to ahout 
770° C., during tlie oxidation of tlie greater part of 
the lead ; (3) that toward the end of the cnpellation, 
or the ‘ finishing,’ in case of silver, it must again be 
raised to about 830° C., in order to get a pure silver 
button ; (4) that the actual temperature of the 
cupelling lead is always appreciably higher than the 
muffle temperature; (5) that the actual finishing 
temperature of the cupellation cannot safely be 
carried below about 910° C. ; (6) that the greatest 
observed surfusion of silver was 77° C., and that this 
is prob ibly very near the maximum ; (7 ) that silver 
beads finishing with surfusion are free from lead ; (8) 
that ‘ feathers ’ or crystals of snblimed litharge on 
the cupel are an indication of the proper cupellation 
temperature, provided the air draft is not excessive.”
— Prof Chas. H. F u l t o n .— Chemical Engineer, 
Nov., 1908, p. 215. (A. McA. J.).

C o r r o s io n  o f  I r o n .—“ An important contribution 
on the corrosion of iron was contained in a paper 
recently presented before the Boston (U.S.A.) Society 
of Arts by Dr. William H. Walker, director of the 
research laboratory of applied chemistry of the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. The electro
lytic theory of corrosion, which has been so ably 
advanced by Dr. A. S. Cushman, of Washington, 
D.C., was first explained, and the method of detect
ing its existence with a solution of potassium ferri- 
cyanide to disclose the presence of iron ions by the
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bright blue colour formed, and the presence of 
hydroxyl ions with phenol phthalein shown by red 
colour.- Impurities iu iron accelerated corrosion by 
establishing electric currents due to difference of 
potential between different spots; hence the reasonfor 
the slower rusting of the purer iron or steel. I t  was 
possible now to buy iron on the open marketcontain- 
ing not over 0'000u5 total impurities. Even slightly 
acidulated water promoted corrosion because of the 
greater unmherof hydrogen ions present. Conversely 
the corrosion was decreased by rendering the water 
alkaline. -For example, iron would not rust in a 
solution of suda ash, limewater, or sodium phosphate, 
a fact which answered the question whether or not 
concrete protected iron. In setting, Portland cement 
liberated a large quantity of caustic lime which pre
vented rusting, but if the concrete was not impervious 
water percolating through would' carry away the 
easily soluble calcium hydrate, and rusting could 
then proceed. This explained the rusting which had 
been discovered in the Charles River bridge at Boston. 
Water rrom the highway had leaked down to the 
concrete and between the joints in the supporting I 
beams, washing out the calcium hydrate.' This 
strongly alkaline solution had saponified the linseed 
oil paint, and, subsequently removed by the rain, 
exposed the unprotected iron to rusting.' Corrosion 
was also accelerated when there was connection 
between iron and a metal such as copper, lead, or 
bronze. It  suggested a means of protecting the 
latter, but to protect iron a more positive metal such 
as zinc should be connected with iron. This explained 
the use of zinc in protecting boiler tubes from pitting 
when there was an electrical connection. In perfectly 
pure water zinc would protect iron for a distance or 
only about i  in. Salt or other electrolyte added to 
the water would increase the area of protection to 
"20 in. or more. Mill scale (magnetic oxide of iron) 
was a substance on which hydrogen could he 1 i lie rated 
more easily than on iron; hence where there were 
breaks in this-scale, corrosion would ensue, as in the 
pitting of boiler tubes. It was a-safegnard to remove 
all of this scale from all kinds of steelwork. Rusting 
could not continue in the absence of oxygen ; therefore 
boiler steel or tubing corrosion could be prevented by 
removing the air from the feed water before it was 
admitted to the boiler. This might be done by using 
an open feed water heater or connecting the feed 
heater to the dry vacuum pump of the condenser, or 
the water might be drawn through a closed box con
taining scrap iron where the oxygen in the water 
would be used up in corroding the'scrap iron, instead 
of the boiler tubes. The oxygen in the water might 
also be absorbed by feeding with the water a small 
quantity of an alkaline solution of a tannin material, 
whereupon a pyrogallate of the alkali would be 
formed, rapidly absorbing the oxygen. Soda ash or 
other alkali was useful not because it affected the 
oxygen content, but because it decreased the 
hydrogen concentration, as before mentioned Tin, 
like copper, aided the oxidation of-the hydrogen set 
free by the reaction. Imperfections or pin-holes-in 
the tin coating of sheet iron therefore invited corro
sion. .To detect these imperfections a solution of 
gelatine or glue containing dissolved potassium ferri- 
cyanide might be flowed over the tin plate, and 
wherever hriglit blue spots appeared there were holes 
through the coating, exposing the iron.”—W. H. 
W a lk h r .—Times Engineering Supplement, March 
10, 1900. (J. A. W.)

_ S il u n d u m .—“ Extensive researches on the use of 
silicon carbide for electrical resistances to stand high

temperatures have resulted in the discovery by Heir 
F. Bolling, a German Engineer, of a process for con
verting any piece of carbon wholly or partially into- 
silicon carbide. In Herr Bolling’s early experiments 
he attempted to produce resistances by mixing 
silicon carbide powder with bonds of various- 
compositions to bind the individual crystals together, 
but he found that resistances made in this wav, 
though non-conductors at low temperatures became 
conducting at about 700° to 800° C. Later, however, 
it was discovered that if carbon and silicon be heated 
together out of contact with air to a temperature 
exceeding 1,000° C., the point at which silicon 
vaponrises, tlie silicon will penetrate into the carbon,, 
which keeps its shape, and form with it a layer of 
silicon carbide of any desired thickness. In this way 
it is possible to produce resistances without binding 
materials, which will stand temperatures as high as 
1,650° to 1,700° C. The silicified carbon obtained by 
this process, to which-the name ‘ silundum : has been 
given, is now produced commercially in Europe at a 
plant in Switzerland especially erected for this purpose..

For the production of this material, electric furnaces 
are used, of the same kind as for the manufacture 
of carborundum. The pieces .of carbon of the various 
shapes are introduced into a mixture of sand and 
carbon, which is acted upon by a granular core of coke 
as conductor for the electric current. Instead of 
sand and carbon, amorphous carborundnm can lie 
nseil, enriched with sand, to provide the necessary 
silicon for the carbon pieces to be converted . into- 
silundum.

The silieilication .of the carbon depends on the time 
and the temperature employed. I t  is possible 
to entirely silicify the carbon pieces or to'cover them 
only with a layer of siluudum.

If it is desired that one part of the carbon piece 
remains carbon on one spot, this place is shielded by 
another piece of carbon, thus preventing the silicon 
from penetrating into that particular spot. Lamp- 
filaments can be easily converted into silundum, or 
only covered with a layer of silicon carbide. Charcoal 
is very easily converted into silundum ; so is coke, 
because both these materials are very porous.

Graphite is easily silicified. Carbon powder com
pressed at very high pressure can be silicilied without 
being baked first.

Silundum is another form of silicon carbide and 
it has generally the same properties. It  is very hard;, 
it resists temperatures up to about 1,600° C. when 
heated in air and does not oxidise. It  resists the 
attack of acids when cold, and is a conductor of 
electricity, its resistance being several times that of 
carbon.

The hardness of silundum is variable, and depends 
on the zone around the core of the furnace in which 
it is produced. Material from the amorphous zone, 
is less hard than that obtained in the crystalline- 
zone. It maybe assumed that the hardness'depends 
on the temperature in which the material is produced. 
The hardness may also depend on the amount of 
silicon taken up by the carbon. It  seems that some 
pieces contain more or less silicon than others, but no
analysis was made to ascertain this.

In regard to the fireproof qualities of silundum, it 
may be' mentioned that at about 1,700° C. the silicon 
leaves the carbon and combines with the oxygen of 
the air. Small transparent globules are formed (for 
instance, on a rod that is put in a circuit and heated 
to about 1,700° by the electric current) on the surface, 
of clear or brownish colour. These globules are 
silicon dioxide. Parts of the silicon escape in foim 
of a white vapour.
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Silundmii cannot be melted, and it behaves in this 
respect like carbon. The electric resistance of 
silundum is'variable, and depends on the kind of 
carbon and its hardness. Silundnm made from 
porous carbon has a higher resistance than when 
made of hard carbon. Tlie resistance depends also 
on the modification,of the material. If produced in 
the amorphous zone, the resistance is generally higher 
than in the crystalline zone.

The first use for which the material found applica
tion was for electric cooking and heating purposes. 
Silundnm replaces platinum for this purpose and is 
much cheaper.

Silundnm stands very high heat, does not oxidise, 
and can be used with tlie necessary high temperature 
needed for the purpose. Ranges are produced that 
have the glowing heat of a coal fire and they are 
used exactly as those heated by coal.

For industrial purposes there is a large field for 
heating apparatus for melting metals, brass, alumi
nium, lead, tin, etc., and for electric laboratory ovens 
for high temperatures, and it is especially for this 
purpose that the material Jills a long-felt want. 
Platinum and platinum-iridinm bas been used to a 
great extent for laboratory ovens, but such apparatus 
are very expensive and they-can be repaired only at 
great expense. Silundnm can be used with just as 
liigh temperatures as platinum and its price is low. 
The first cost of the apparatus as well as the expense 
for repairs are considerably lower than with platinum. 
For heating purposes the silundumrods can be used 
single in lengths np to 800 mm., depending, of coursp, 
on the diameter, as solid, round, flat or square rods 
or,tubes or made into grids, mounted in a frame and 
provided with contact wires.

Silnndum stands jnst as well as silicon carbide the 
attack of acids, and experiments are now' being made 
touse it as electrodes for electric bleaching purposes, 
instead of platinum-iridium, carbon or graphite. In 
order to prevent the oxidation of carbon electrodes 
used for the manufacture of ferrosilicon, it has been 
proposed to cover these electrodes with a layer of 
silundum.

Silundum can be nickel plated or covered with a 
layer of platinum. It  is. a very refractory material 
aiid does not melt. I t  is, however, attacked at high 
temperatures by molten metals, but this should not 
prevent its use as fireproof material, for it is easily 
possible to cover the outside of a carbon or graphite 
crucible or the like with silundnm and leave the 
inside carbon. It  is not necessary to silicify pieces 
to be used for fireproof purposes entirely, but only to 
a certain depth and according to the use for which 
they are to be employed. Carbon bricks or any 
shaped pieces can be covered with a layer of silundnm 
at small cost. It  is thus possible to obtain a material 
which for many purposes will be far superior to any 
firepioof material so far known.

Silicified coke can be used instead of ferrosilicon or 
carborundum in the steel industries, and, as it can be 
produced at very low' cost, it will doubtless find 
extended application/'—F . B o l l i n g , Electrochemical 
and Metallurgical Industry, Jan. 1909.— Engineering 
Magazine, March, 1909, p. 1018. (J. A. W.)

S u l p h u r  a n d  C o r r o s i o n  i n  S t e e l .— “ This 
paper wras read by Mr. G. N. Hnntly, who had 
examined a case of pitting in a boiler. It  w'as found 
that each pit was the centre of a blister. The liquid 
inside theblister differed entirely in composition from 
the boiler water, the former consisting- of a slightly 
acid solution of ferrous sulphate, whilst the boiler 
water was alkaline with caustic soda. The solid

matter in the envelope of theblister, which consisted 
of a mixture of iron oxides, acted a s  a  semi-permeable 
membrane keeping apart the ferrous sulphate within 
and the caustic soda outside the blister. Reasons 
were given for supposing that the particles of _man
ganese sulphide, segregated in the steel, weie oxidised 
by the oxygen dissolved in the boiler w ater to sul
phuric acid and an oxide of manganese, the acid then 
acting locally on the surface of the boiler-plate in the 
vicinity of tne particles of manganese sulphide. This 
pitting of the boiler-plate was prevented by adding 
sodium arsenite to the boiler water, the efficacy of 
this reagent being probably due to its power of taking 
np the dissolved oxygen.—G. N. H u n t l y , Times' 
Engineering Supplement, March 3, 1909.—Society of 
Chemical Industry, March 1, 1909. (J. A. W.)

METALLURGY.

C y a n i d a t i o n  o f  S i l v e r  O r e s .—  Table Showing■ 
Costs of Oxidising Agents.

Avail Cost,

Chemical Product.
able

oxygen
Costs 

per lb.
efficient
oxyg-en

Remarks.

per lb.

Sodium di-oxide
l/8d. 8/4d.■NaA 20-5

Barium di-oxide
Ba02 8-0 4d. 4/2d.

Hydrogen per
oxide H.,0,=
3% l 'O 6d. 33/4d.

Potassium per
manganate

■5d. 3/4d.K2Mn,0 8 12-7
Sodium bi-chro-

3id. l/7Jd.mate Na2Cr20 7 17-9
Calcium hypo

8Jd.chlorite CaOCl.j 7 4 ■$d.
Indirect agentPotassium ferri-

cyanide
l/5id.

in oxidation in

K6(Cn),,Fe2 — — presence of 
alkali.

Ozone (03) - 5d. 4/7d. 8 lb. per kw. 
day in form of 
ozonised air.

Chlorine (Elec Not crediting

trolytic) 2d. caustic soda 
produced at the 
cathode.

Ammonium per
sulphate

2/6d. 35/-(NH4),S20 8 7-0
With “ Linde”“ Linde ” oxygen 96-98 1/3(1-. l/3d.
apparatus cost 
of 96% to 98% 
will be Id. per 
pound.

Chlorine per 31 1/5-i-d. 4/9d.

oxide C120 2
— D . M o s h e r .— Mining and Scientific Press, M ay 15, 

1909. (W . A. C.)

C y a n i d i n g  C r i p p l e  C r e e k  D u m p s . — “ For 
several years past Colorado metallurgists have been 
attempting to solve the metallurgical puzzle presented 
by the low-grade ores of Cripple Creek. Millons of 
tons of ore running from §3 to $10 per ton have lain 
on the great dumps for years, while other millions 
were exposed in hundreds of miles of underground 
workings. The Portland Company alone had enough 
low-grade ore in its 40 odd miles of workings to-
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materially increase tlie Cripple Creek gold production 
provided a method of profitable treatment eonkl be 
devised. Shipping the ore to the Colorado Springs 
.reduction plant of the company cost $1 per ton, 
roasting the ore cost S'76 per ton, and the other mill
ing expenses ate up the small margin of prolit. Thus, 

_ for some years previous to 1907, the issues were 
'•clearly presented, first, to eliminate roasting the ores 
if possible, and, second, to eliminate freight chaiges 
by building mills at the mines.

I t  will, of course, be understood that until a way
• of eliminating the roasting of the tellurium ores was 
discovered, it would be useless to erect mills at the 
Cripple Creek mine, where roasting costs even more 
itlian at Colorado Springs.

The first great plant to be erected at the mines 
was that of the Stratton Independence Co. nearly 
two years ago. Little information is available con
cerning this, except that the method of treatment 
followed was fine grinding of ore, followed by cyanid- 
"ing. Owing to the low grade of tliis company’s dump 
ores the mill has not so readily proved successful up 
to the present time as it might had it treated the
• dumps of other mines.

In  the meantime, the great Golden Cycle plant at 
Colorado City has been completed and successfully 
operated by roasting the ores and then cyaniding. 
During the year;1908 this plant is said to- have pro
duced roughly §6,000,000 in gold. Owing- to the 
fact, it is commonly believed, that the cyaniding of 
low-grade ores at this plant gave a chance for little 
or no profit, the company has lately decided to erect 
a plant at its Clippie Creek mine. Ground has been 
broken for the erection of this plant and construction 

•work is progressing rapidly.
Contrary to t-lie conclusions of the Stratton Inde

pendence and Portland Companies’ metallurgists, 
those of the Golden Cycle are to the effect that con-

■ centration of the low-grade ores before shipment to 
-.the Colorada Springs mills will solve the problem. 
According to Manager McGarry, the exhaustive tests 
•carried on at the company’s experimental plant at 
Colorado City have resulted in a saving of 65% of the 
gross value of these low-grade ores. It is, therefore, 
planned to treat those ores which will not stand 
transportation charges, by a system of dry concentra
tion at a ratio of 6 tons crude ore into 1 of concen
trates. These concentrates will then be shipped to 

•Colorado City for treatment at the company’s
• cyanide plant. The mill in the course of construction
• on Bull Hill, near the Golden Cycle’s main .shaft, is 
to have the initial capacity of 80 tons of concentrates 
per 24 hours.

During the two years in which the Stratton Inde
pendence,and Golden Cycle metallurgists have been

• evolving their plants, those of the Portland Company 
.have also been most active. It is now common
knowledge that the widely advertised Moore-Clancy 
piocess -was given an extended trial at the experi
mental mill of tlie company but was evidently found 
unsuitable. The great amount of experimental work, 
however, did result in the evolution of what is known 
as the ‘Portland process,’ the details of which are as 
yet unavailable. It has been thoroughly tried at the
• company’s Cripple Creek 10-stamp experimental 
plant however, with such success that a large mill 
is soon to be bnilt close to the mines. The annual 
report of the company, recently issued, says that from 
many tests the company is convinced that the 
problem of treating the low-grade dump ores has been 
^solved. The directors have decided to back up their 
judgment by the expenditure of at least§100,000 for 
a 300-ton mill, erected near the mine on Battle

Moun tain, to treat the great company dumps. These 
contain enough ore to run the mill for many years at 
an estimated net profit of from §1 to .$>2-50 per ton.
i The building of these new mills is expected to have 
ti regenerating effect on tlie entire camp of Cripple 
Creek, which, combined with the events expected to 
follow close upon the completion of the JKoosevelt 
drainage tunnel, is likely to prolong the life of the 
great camp for many years.”—Mines and Minerals, 
iVlay,.li)09,.p. 444. (W, A. C.)

T h e  E c o n o m ic s  o f  A m a l g a m a t io n .—“ While 
the great rise in the cyanide process for treating gold
• res has cast more or less disfavour on mills depend- 
ing primarily on amalgamation for their gold 
and silver extractions, yet amalgamation still 
extracts more value in gold and silver than any other 
milling process. Amalgamation is still given the 
preference wherever possible. The tailings may be 
cyanided, concentrated, etc., but. still the largest 
percentage of values conies from the plates. In the 
‘ Mineral Kesonrces of the LTnited States for 1906,’ 
published by the United States Geological Survey, it 
i j estimated that 63% of the gold produced, comes 
from dry or silicions ores. Probably 60% of this is 
produced by amalgamation. There is very little of 
this ore smelted and only a few cases, notably in 
Colorado and Arizona, where it is concentrated with
out amalgamation ; also comparatively few mills 
w'here cyaniding is carried on without amalgamation 
at one point or another. Silver ores are more com
plicated, as only 29 3% of the total production is 
estimated as obtained from silicious ores. Of this, 
there is probably not over 40% to 50% obtained by 
amalgamation.

The above only suggests the importance of amal
gamation to gold and silver production, and yet very 
little is written on this subject.

Henry Louis, in his book on gold milling, says:
‘ All that is necessary is for clean gold to come in 
contact with clean mercury.’ There we have the 
whole idea in a nutshell, although it sounds simpler 
than it is.

Taking the above statement .as a basis we must 
first have our gold as clean as conditions permit; 
•second, arrange the amalgamation apparatus to 
bring the greatest.quantity of gold in contact with 
mercury, and, time and space being important, to 
this may be added ‘ in the shortest time.’ I will 
only say in regard to the first condition that we 
usually have to take the ore as we find it. If it is 
clean enough, all right. If not, we may help matters 
by the conservative use of such chemicals as potas
sium cyanide, sodium amalgam, lye, etc., depending 
on the ore. Also high battery discharge’.may prove 
of value for a scouring action—but rarely.

Proceeding to the second condition, we find a 
number of ways to control, or cause, more or less con
tact to take place. We may feel sure that with the
• •rdinary plates operated in almost any old way, we 
will get practically all the coarse gold to amalgamate. 
As usual in milling practice, it is the elusive little 
slime value that, causes the expenditure of ‘gray 
matter.’

Starting on the hypothesis that if we can catch the 
line gold, the coarse will take care of itself, let us 
i-ee by what means this can be done. W7e will take 
the ordinary amalgamation plate, and to simplify 
matters, we. will say in one piece, and not stepped. 
The important point now is, to cause as much heavy 
gold or silver particles to settle on to the mercury as 
possible. The means of. doing this which we first 
think of are slope, rate of flow of the pulp, dilution
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of the pulp, and in some cases, vibration. These are 
difficult to explain, and only by watching and work
ing with properly adjusted plates can these points be 
learned. It  might be well to mention, however, that 
these are all dependable on eaeli other and arc 
adjusted relative to each other so as to fulfil the 
following conditions : The pulp must he as thin as 
the proper working of the battery will permit. 
The flow of the pulp also is limited hy the working 
of the battery. This in turn, limits the slope of the 
table as, obviously, the table must have slope enough 
to remain clear of sand. The best conditions fov 
allowing the fine gold to settle evidently are as little 
slope as possible, as thin a pulp and as small a rate 
of flow as possible, and as these are all in turn 
dependent on the proper working of the battery, we 
do not get much leeway in the matter of adjustment.

In some cases, vibration of the table is resorted to, 
and in general may be said to largely increase the 
amount of gold caught. This, however, invariably 
causes an increase in working expenses both for 
power and labour, and the ledger is the final judge of 
its practicability. Vibration has a tendency to 
cause extremely hard amalgam to form', and is usually 
condemned for that reason. The use, though, of 
amalgamating plates on bumping tables, feed-boards 
of vanners, etc., has at times been accompanied by a 
paying increased extraction.

The points so far mentioned, however, arediscusscd 
thoroughly in many textbooks and the object of this 
paper is to call attention to one point of adjustment 
that is largely overlooked. That is, the condition of 
the amalgam 011 the plate. This in turn leads to a 
discussion of the proper time to dress, sprinkle, aud 
clean np.

The operation of settling heavy particles of ore 011 
a non-shaking table is studied closer in canvas plants 
than in amalgamating. Here one rule forces itself 
irresistibly to the front; i.e., the longer the nap, 
other conditions being the same, the more fine 
particles of concentrates are caught. This also is 
true in amalgamating. Therefore the best results 
are obtained when the amalgam forms a rough and 
almost fibrous nap on the plates, at the same time 
having a slight excess of quick.

WhVn plates have just been cleaned and dressed, 
the amalgam is almost perfectly smooth. To offset 
this to a small extent, the brushes are moved back 1 
and forth across the plates, thus forming riffles 
which temporarily take the place of the nap until it 
can begin to form. Now the pulp begins to flow over 
the plate on which is a large excess of ‘ quick." The 
coarser gold immediately sinks into tlie bath of 
mercury. Gradually a thickening of the quick takes 
place and a long matted nap begins to form. As 
this continues, more and more fine gold is entangled 
—gold that was swept clear of the mercury when the 
only roughness was riffles caused by the brushes. 
Tins action continues until the amalgam becomes too 
hard, or from lack of ‘ quick’ a crust forms on the 
surface. In  the ‘ too hard’ condition, a little ‘quick’ 
sprinkled on will again start the action, in which 
case, the broom or brush is not touched to the plate, 
as that would instantly destroy the fine nap so , 
carefully formed. In case a crust has formed, such 
that the drops of mercury thrown on simply roll off, 
and are not in s t a n t ly  amalgamated, then, dressing 
with the brush must be resorted to. In this case 
then the 1 ap must begin to form again from the start.

To illustrate this more fully, a reference to the 
plotting Fig. I. will be in order. This was constructed 
from data obtained’ while superintendent of the 
Tucker mill, in Gilpin County, where we cleaned lip

F i g . I .

once a day. Every hour a sample was taken from’ 
the lip of the mortar and one from the plate tails. 
These were assayed with the extraction for that 
moment calculated. The curve starts immediately 
after the clean-np. The solid line shows the plotting 
of the extractions so obtained. I 11 this case, the 
plates were examined each hour immediately follow
ing the taking of the samples, and if necessary 
‘ quick ’ was thrown on. As a matter of fact, no 
‘ quick’ was necessary until after the eighth hour,., 
after that it was added each hour.

F'rom this curve, the reasoning above is made- 
clear. The clean-up should of course take place at 
the time necessary to get the maximum extraction. 
The dotted line shows a similar plotting iii which 
two dressings dnring the twenty-four hours are- 
shown. These dressings were not necessary as the

fdates were not crusted and the curve shosvs it would 
lave been bad policy to continue to dress them.

All plates when plotted in this manner do not 
show a rising line to start with. One set of plates- 
of which I plotted the line, began to drop immedi
ately after dressing, that is the maximum extraction 
was obtained at the very first. We studied this very 
carefully and decided that it was caused by almost- 
the entire absence of tine gold and the fact that very 
.little mercury was used. Under these conditions, 
the first coarse gold would immediately sink ; as this 
continued, more and more gold escaped, probably 011 
account of too little, - quick.’ What nap formed, 
would be of little .value, as all the gold caught by the 
nap would be washed off with the hose ; being* 
mechanically held, and not amalgamated. Tlius the 
■plates would become mere concentrators. In this 
case, the plotting .would indicate the use of more 
‘ quick ’ and clean-ups as often as possible. This was 
done and the effect was to raise the extraction 011 the 
plates from about 06% to over 60%.

The newer scheme of combining the cyanide pio- 
cess with amalgamation by stamping in a cyanide 
solution gives altogether new problems to face. In 
the first place, the cyanide softens the mercury and- 
amalgam so that it flows readily, and is hard to retain 
011 the plates. This flow tends to harden the plates 
in sputs. I 11 this way it has the same effect as- 
though the amalgamation was being carried 011 in 
hot water. Another point which has to be considered 
here is, that the cyanide is continually dissolving gold 
out of the amalgam. Louis proved that gold com
bined in amalgam is much more readily attacked by 
cyanide than free gold. Thus there are two opposing 
actions going 011 continually; the ‘ quick’ taking 
free gold from the ore and the cyanide extracting 
gold from the amalgam.

It is said that in this, case the line falls sharply 
from the start. Here it cannot be lack of mercury, 
as a large excess was used. Under tlirse circum
stances might not the action of the cyanide 011 the 
amalgam explain it? The first gold amalgamated 
after starting would sink in a large excess of ‘ quick.’'
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In this way, the action of cyanide would be reduced 
to a minimum. As more and more gold is caught, 
tlie inevitable nap begins to form. The more it 
forms, the more tlie cyanide attacks the gold in it, 
consequently the faster the extraction falls, follow
ing simply the laws of mass action ; but the action 
of cyanide is slow, and that of amalgamation is com
paratively fast,. Therefore the amalgam increases 
011 the plates, but the percentage of extraction falls 
from the start.

The above’fiicts, together with the probability that 
the cyanide slowly prepares gold for amalgamation 
chat might otherwise escape, will explain to a certain 
extent, ihe fact that, the amalgam, where the ore is 

-crushed in cyanide solution, forms the entire length 
of plate.

In most mills, the actual portion of the plates 
covered with amalgam is confined to the upjer three 
-quarters. In fact if amalgam forms clear to the 
lower edge, it is usually said the mill has insufficient 
plate area. At the Liberty Bell mill, Telluride, 
where the ore is crushed in cyanide, there are 16 ft. 
-of plates used and the amalgam is almost as heavy 
.at the last end as it is under the lip,”—Ju s tin  H. 
Haynes.—Mines and Minerals, Feb., 1909, p. 321. 
.-(A. R.) -----

C o m p e t it o r  or t h e  E l e c t r ic  F u b n a c e .-  “ E x 

periments by Mr. Baraduc Muller demonstrate that 
-carborundum or silicon carbide reacts on metallic 
oxides energetically, like powdered aluminium in the 
thermit process, and at a relatively low temperature 
—about 1,3ii0° C. Consequently, alloys can be 
manufactured without an electric furnace—viz., 
ferro-silicnn, copper, nickel, chromium, manganese, 
■etc.—perfectly similar in composition to those fiom 
th- electric furnace. Anyone, therefore, can thus 
..obtain silicides, with a luted crucible, in any quan
tity, from a small to a large scale.—Metaux et 
AUinyes.—London Mining Journal, March 6,. 1909, 
p. 306. (A. R.) __ !___

T i i e  C a r r y in g  C a p a c it y  or L a u n d e r s .—“ The 
-data for the following paper are taken from a portion 
-of the experimental work on ‘ The. Carrying Capacity 
of Launders,’ which has been conducted at, tlie Utah 
State School of Mines, during the past three years. 
This work has been underthe direction of Prof. G. A. 
•Overstrom, head of the department of mining and 
milling, and covers about 3,000 exper:ments. it  has 
been the aim to secuie such results as would enable 
the millman to calculate, or at least get some idea of 
the carrying capacity of a wooden launder, with 
’different sized materials, to be carried by diHerent 
amounts of water, and on the various grades that 
are used in mill practice.

A set of experiments has also been made by Mr.
S. M. Parmley and the vriler, during the past year, 
to show a comparison of the capacities of wood-, 
glass-, and linoleum-botiomed launders of the same 
size and under like conditions.

Material.—The materials used in these experi
ments were 40—60 mesh pyrite, 10—30 mesh tailings, 
and 4— 8 me'h gravel. The tailings were taken 
from the results of a mill lest. They were almost 
pure limestone, containing a small fraction of a per 
cent, galena. They ran about 40% 10—20 mesli aud 
<10% 20—c0 mesli material. The 40—60 mesh pyrite 
w>s very clean concentrates from the Overstrom and 
Wilfley tables. The gravel was ordinary rounded 
pebbles of 4—8 me^i.

Our purpose in taking, the above mateiials was to 
s'c.nre dift’i-ience in size, structure, and composition. A 
<]itl'ei ence-in structure (i.e.-, rounded or angular) makes 
a big difference in capacity, as will be shown later.

10 l b . 40—60 M e s ii P y r i t e .

2J in. Wood Launder.
Table la.

10 lb. of water. 20 Hi. of water. 40 ]b. of water. C0 lb. of water.

i
Time.

Capa
city 

pci' sec 
of 11*.

ul’
water.

Time.

Capa
city

pir
<»ri lb.

of
water.

Time.

Capa
city 

per sec 
of 1 lb.

of
vrater.

Time.

Capa
city 

per sec 
of lb 

of 
water.

i,i. h. m. sou. h. in. sot;. m. see. mill, seer

1 45 44 •0Q1S91 22 35 •004422 10 36 •00646
1 20 14 '00496 21 35 •00027 7 05 •01410 5 10 •01254

IT 35 40 0111S 0 55 •01055 4 OS ‘02418 8 15 •0205

| 12 50 •0300 4 IS •04640 2 03 •04878 1 .m •0403
1 6 58 •0576 2 46 .0722 1 15 •0801 1 00 •0667

U 4 26 •0003 1 52 •1071 0 56 •1071 0 4U •0064

U 3 0 •1335 1 2S •1362 ' 0 38 •157S 0 29.'/ •1355
2" 1 43 •2330 0 474- •2525 0 26 •2110 0 lO i -2425

1 0G •3640 0 30' •3000 0 17 •3522 0 oi •4220

Table IS.
21 in. Glass Launder.

JL

} 17 45 •00504 11 30 •0053
26 23 •00757 6 46 •01475 5 10 •01254

X 36 47 •010S5 11 26 •01745 3 54i •02558 3 12 •020S2
12 43 ■03160 4 15 •03265 2 004- •04960 1 37 •0413

1 6 59 ‘0574 2 45 •07260 1 14 •0S120 0 5SA- •06S4

1:V. 4 15 ■0941 1 54 1051 0 54 •1112 0 40 •1000

1*- 2 57 •1235 1 25 •1461 0 30A- •151S 0 27£ •1454
1 42 •2350 0 46 •2050 0 23" •2610 0 16 •2500
1 07 '35S0 0 27 •4460 0 10 •3750 0 0!) •4450

Table lc.
-10—60 Mesh Pyrite. 2i in. Linoleum Launder.

r, ib o f nib o f

m a te r ia l. eity m a te r ia l. city

T im e.
pe r sec.

u i r i b
T im e .

p e r sec. 
o f  1 lb .

s ot' o f

•3
w a te r . w a te r .

i.i. m in . see. m iu . see.

i 29 30 •00330
9 13 •oioso

X 12 36 •015S8 5 4 •0197

I 5 16 •03705 2 14 '04475
1 3 03 •0655 1 204- •0745

2 03 V•0973 0 5S •1035

H 1 274- *1370 0 40* *1480
2 0 m •2300 0 30j •1075
Ol. 0 30*- •3200 0 m '3070

T a b l e  1.

The amounts of water used were 10, 20, 40, and 60 
pounds per minute per inch of w'idth of launder. Our 
pnrpose in taking the amount of water per inch of 
width of launder was on account of the facility it 
affords in calculation for the other experiments, of 
which the ones described in this article are only a 
portion.

Results.—In the accompanying results (Tables 1,
2 and 3) will be found the launder, giade, and corre
sponding time required to flush each material by a 
given amount of water. The capacity in pounds of 
material for each pound of water used per second has 
been calculated as follows :—For example, take the 
case of 40—60 mesli pyrite (Table 1, a), using 10 lb. 
of water per minute per inch of launder width on a 
§:in.-to-the-foot grade :

.Weiglit-of material ='10 lb.
To.tal .-amount of water= 10 x 2i (width of launder) 

= 25 lb. per minute.
= pounds of water per second.

1 Resulting tim e=l hour 20 minutes 14 seconds = 
4,814 seconds.

Therefore, 23^7^14 = '° 0498 lb- material tians- 

ported by 1 lb. of water per second.
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The results shown in Tables 1 , 2 and 3 will probably 
be a suprise to a good many millmen. It  will be 
.seen that in nearly every case a given How of watu- 
lias a greaier carrying capacity for the angular tail
ing and pyrite, on ihe low grades, in the linoleum- 
lined and wood launders than they do in glass-lined 
ones. On the other hand, the flow has a greater 
•carrying capacity for the rounded gravel, on every 
grade in the glass-bottomed launder.
■ For example, take the case of the 40— 60 mesh 
pyrite on A in. grade, using 10 lb. of water per inch 
■of launder width :

The linoleum launder (Table 1, c), gives greatest 
■capacity of ‘01588 lb.

10 l b . 10—30 M e s h  T a il i n g s .

2-J, in. Wood Launder.
Table 2a.
10 lb. of water. 20 lb. of water. 40 lb. of water. 00 lb. of water.

1

S-40 1»>. o l  
m a te r ia l.

T il no.

O  5  o

Time-

O 'd 'z

T im e.

t-

r - i  *
u i o

T im e .

t-

i l l m i i i  sec m i l l  sec m s-ec m ii i  sec
i 29 20 •00339 13 18 •00502
i
} 32 27 •0104 16 40 •0119 6 50 ■0146 4 40 •0142

3 14 47 •022S 7 33 ■0204 3 30 •02S5 2 37 •0255
] 8 47-i •038" 4 16 ■0475 2 OS •U468 1 43 •0388

i 4 18 •07S7 2 7 •0945 1 09 •0970 0 56 •0715
i 2 32 •1335 1 25 •1405 0 45 1332 0 37$ •1058

u 1 43 •1075 1 01 •1070 0 31* •1908 o m ‘1455

1* 1 13 •2400 0 45 •2061 0 22 •2724 0 17" •2350
0 47 •4340 0 25 •4860 0 12 ■4998 0 10 ■4000

2i 0 29 •7010 0 15 •79S0 0 Si •7272 o 7} •5520

Table 2b.
2h in. Glass Launder.

i 55 59 •0035S 2S 37 •00350

1 35 30* •0095 14 32 •0137 6 51 •0145
16 12$ •0207 7 13 •0270 3 16 •0306

i 11 21* •029S 4 22 •0465 2 01 •0495

T 4 05h •0831 2 12 •0906 1 07 •0S95
1 2 30 I860 1 32* •1229 0 42 •1428

U 1 36 •2120 1 03 •1910 0 29* •2030

1* 1 09 •2950 0 40 •2610 0 *20 •3000
o 0 39 •5210 0 26 •4010 0 12 •4998

“2 0 25 •8100 0 17 •7050 0 09 •6606

T a b l e  2.

10 l b . M e s h  G r a v e l .

Wood Launder. Glass Launder.
10 lb. of water. 20 lb. of water. 10 lb. of water. 20 lb. of water

V T im e.

£5 7. 3

T im e .

•w C

T im e.

£•

O  j .  :

T im e .

in
i

m i l l  se;-, m ii i  sec m  sec m in  sec

rt1
T 23 56 •00S20 9 19 •0215

jr 22 03 'Oise 11 13 •017S 12 58* •030S 5 16 •0379
i_ 13 29 •0296 5 32 •0378 6 39 •0603 3 9A •0634

i 5 53* ■06S0 2 38 "0763 3 15* •1240 1 28 •1362
i 3 34 •1.120 1 40 •1200 2 09 •1855 0 53} •2241
h 2 29 •1611 1 07 •1795 i m •2920 0 38 •3160

1 56 •2065 0 48 •2500 0 51 •4710 0 27 '4440
2 1 10 •3810 0 29 4150 0 27 •8888 0 15* '7750
2* 0 47 •5030 0 20 •6000 0 17* 1-410 0 9i L ‘2010

T a b l e  3.

Next comes the .wood launder with '01118 lb. 
(Table 1, a), and last comes tl e glass launder with 
its capacity of but '01085 lb. (Table J, 6).

A general inspection of the results will prove, in 
nearly every case, that the above statement holds, 
-.true.

We offer as an explanation the following : It has 
been noticed that on low grades the transporting 
action of water (on all the materials we have used) 
is more of a rolling and sliding one than a suspension 
although the latter, of course, should also be taken 
into consideration.

In a glass-lined launder the tendency of the water 
is to run smoothly, and a sliding of the material is 
noticed. On the other hand, tlie naturally rouo-h 
surface of the wood and linoleum (in compaiison with 
■glass) lias a tendency to cause numerous very small 
eddies in the water next to the launder bottom. 
These eddies lift the angular particles high enough 
from the launder bottom (each time they tend 'to 
settle) to allow the water pressure to act on the 
under side of the particles and keep them rolling. 
It is worthy of note that the carrying capacity of 
I lb. of water decreases after the velocity of the flow 
in the launder has increased beyond a certain point. 
For instance, in Table 2 a, the 2* in. launder set to 
a fixed grade has the follow ing carrying capacities 
for tailings varying as follows with the amounts of 
water carried :

Group A .—

Grade § in. per foot 

Group B .— 

Grade i  in. per foot

Pounds 
of Water.

( 10 | 20
' I 40

I  GO

N  ... ;
10
20
40
'JO

CarrvingCapacit-y
per

Pound of Water. 

*0228 . 
•0264 
•0285 
'02oo

•0387
•0475
•0468
•0388

The falling off in carrying capacity at certain 
points is thus made plainly evident. In group ‘ A 1 
the capacity of 60 lb. of water is less than either 
that of 40 lb. or 20 lb., while in Group ‘ B ’ the capa
city of 60 lb. only just barely exceeds that of 10 lb. 
This having been called to the attention of the 
writer, he replied as follows :

‘ What you have noted concerning the decreasing 
carrying capacity of 1 lb. of water, after a certain 
point is reached, has been found to hold true in many 
cases. The only explanation I can give is that the 
steeper the grade becomes, the more the rolling 
action due to gravity must be taken into considera
tion.’

Now considering the rounded gravel, it is seen that 
it is not necessary to have eddies lift the particles in 
order for the water to get a rolling leverage on them. 
Therefore, the glass being a smoother, haider surface 
than the wood or linolenm, the natural result is 
greater capacity.

From our results it would seem safe to-state that
1 with mus-t angular materials, the common wood 
launders will do as good work, if not better, on low 
grades, than glas<-lined launders.

In plotting our curves, we found that a relation 
exists between grade and carrying capacity. Using 
the former as ordinates and the latter as abscissas 
plotted on logarithmic paper, the resulting curves 
tend to be straight lines. This fact would seem to 
show that some general relation exists between grade 
and capaci'y, for which formulas could be deduced.”
— VV. C. B r o w n i n g .—Mines and Minerals, Feb., 
1909, p. 300. (A R.)

T h e  D r e s s in g  o f  A s b e s t o s .— “ The only form of 
.asbestos- which.is of economicimportance is chrysolite, 
or karystian stone. It  occuis in veins of closely
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packed transverse fibres in serpentine rock, which, 
like the asbestos itself, is a hydrous silicate of magne
sium. It  is widely used for a variety of purposes, in 
most of which its non-inflammable character and its 
low conductivity for heat are the determining factors.

Almost the entire output, some 50,000 tons per 
annum, is derived from the open workings in the 
townships of Thetford and Black Lake in Eastern 
Quebec, south of the River St. Lawrence ; and it is 
the purpose of the present article to describe in some 
detail the methods of dressing the mineral and pre
paring it for the market, which are at present 
employed in this district. The same form of asbestos 
is widely distributed, but the only localities showing 
any promise of deposits capable of competing with 
those of Canada are the Transvaal, Western Austra
lia, Cyprus, and Newfoundland. There is a small 
output from Northern Italy, as well as from the 
United States, but it is largely of the Iremolite type, 
which commands'a lower price.

It is probable that many of the methods which are 
here described will prove applicable to the other 
deposits of chrysolite, and eveti, to a limited extent, 
to the less valuable fibrous minerals.

Classification o f Asbestos ProdwAs.—The products 
obtained by the dressing of asbestos include crude 
asbestos, short fibre or ‘ tines,’ and asbestie.

Crude asbestos consists of long fibre, .usually in 
compact masses as it occurs in the vein. This is the 
material mainly employed for spinning and weaving. 
I t  is as a rale divided into two grades, No. I. in which 
the fibre measures over J in. in length, and No. II. 
with fibres from ^  in. to j  in. long.

‘ Fines ’ includes shorter asbestos obtained by 
crushing the rock. It  is divided into two or three 
grades, the poorest in quality being described as paper 
stock, from its use with vegetable fibre in manufac
turing paper.

Asbestie is a mixture of asbestos with finely 
powdered serpentine rock, which is employed in the 
manufacture of cement and mouldings.

In the Canadian mines the width of the veins and 
length of fibres vary from as much as 4 in. in excep
tional cases to almost microscopical dimensions. The 
veins are irregularly distributed, and it has not been 
found feasible to raise the mineral at a prolit except 
by open works.

A  preliminary classification is made.in. the quarry 
itself. Long tibre, whether enclosed in rock frag
ments (which are reduced in size as far as practicable) 
or loose, is forwarded to the cobbing sheds for hand- 
dressing, while the short fibre and the rock contain
ing it are sent to the mill for mechanical treatment.

Dressing of Long Fibre.—In the cobbing sheds the 
rock is broken np by sledge-hammers weighing from 
61b. to 7 lb. The fibre is then screened in a sieve con
taining holes f'v in. in diameter. The material passing 
through the screens and rock containing only short 
fibre are sent on to the mill, while the libre caught in 
the sieve, and loose fibre collected in the mine, is 
cobbed with hammers weighing from 1  ̂ lb. to 2 lb. 
on steel plates about 1 ft. square and j  in. thick, so 
that any fragments of serpentine rock adhering to 
the fibres are broken up and separated.

The crude . asbestos thus obtained is graded and 
cleaned by means of sieves; those employed for No. I. 
grade having boles, and those for No. II. grade 
| holes.

In some • cases- the crude, asbestos is separated by 
machinery b.v methods similar to those which will'be 
described for the treatment of the rock containing 
the short fibre.

Dressing of Short Fibre.—Rock containing asbestos, 
which is not long enough to be classed as ‘ crude’ is- 
first broken up into material sufficiently fine for the 
asbestos to be separated from the enclosing rock. It. 
is next fiberised— that is to say, triturated in such.a. 
manner that the different fibres are divided one from 
another—and then transferred to shaking screens, 
whence the fibre is carried upwards by air suction,, 
while the fine rock passes through the sieve, and any 
coarser material is reserved for a second fiberisation. 
The fibre raised from the shaking screens passes to a. 
chamber known as a ‘ collector,’ and thence, by way 
of a hopper, to a revolving screen, where it is graded 
into two or more qualities according to the length of' 
fibre. Each quality then passes over a screen which, 
allows any sand that remains to fall through,, while 
the fibre is again lifted by air suction and carried to 
the ‘settling chamber.’ The fibre which passes 
through with the sand is also taken up in the same 
manner by air suction, and either added to tlie 
lowest grades or collected separately as paper stock.

The processes to which the rock and intermediate- 
products are subjected, depend on the character of the 
mateiial, and different arrangements are made in 
different mills. As far as possible, the whole is- 
carried out automatically and continuously, the 
product from one operation being carried to the next 
by elevators or conveyors.

Drying.— At an early stage of the treatment,, 
when it has been broken up to a convenient size, the 
material is dried, so that the moisture may not inter
fere with the subsequent processes. In favourable- 
weather the drying may be carried out by spreading 
the material in a layer 2 in. or 3 in. deep on a w'ooden 
platform. It is usually, however, impracticable to 
dispense with artificial heat, which may be furnished 
by means of continuous steam pipingcovering the floor 
of a shed. One end of the piping is connected with the 
exhaust of a steam engine and the other with the- 
open air, so that there is no extra expense for fuel. 
Sometimes a rotary drier is employed, consisting 
of a cylinder of boiler plate 30 ft. to 40 ft. long and 
2| ft. to 4 ft. in diameter, inclined at an angle of 7°- 
The cylinder rotates on friction rollers at each end, 
those at the lower end being grooved to keep it in 
position, while those at the upper end are smooth, so- 
as to allow of expansion. It  is rotated at the rate 
of from six to eight revolutions a minute by means, 
of-an .endlesi-chain, or'gearing acting on its lower 
end.

The whole of the cylinder except the ends is bricked, 
in, leaving a space of about 6 in. round it, through 
which pass the hot gases from a furnace at the lower 
end.

The material to be dried is fed in at the upper end 
and travels down the cylinder, which is provided in 
the interior with longitudinal blades. These lift the- 
material as the cylinder rotates, and then allow it to- 
fall through the liot air. '

Crushing.—The crushing of the rock is carried out 
in a number of stages, the product being screened 
between each. The large fragments are first, dealt- 
with by a reciprocating intermittent rock-breaker of 
the Dodge or Blake type, fed by means of a chute,, 
the blocks being brought forward by the attendant- 
with theaid of a rake or pick. Sometimes two of 
these rock-breakers capable of dealing with fragments 
of different sizes are placed in series with a screen, 
between.

After screening, the coarser material is usually 
dealt with-in a rotary .crusher, which reduces it 
still more. The final crushing is carried out by 
means of rolls, which consist of cylindrical shells of
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rolled steel, preferably manganese steel, fixed on 
cores of soft iron. The shaft of one of the rolls 
revolves in fixed boxes, that of the other in movable 
boxes, the two rolls being kept together by powerful 
springs, which admit of) their separating should a 
fragment larger than usual, which might break them, 
present itself. In some mills automatic feeders are 
employed. The rolls make from two to two and a- 
lialf revolutions a second. Sometimes corrugated 
rolls are employed to produce a grinding action. The 
same result might be obtained by a differential move
ment between the rolls, but this has apparently not 
been tried.

Fiberising.—The fiberiser may consist of a hori
zontal shaft, provided with arms about 6 in. apart, 
carrying teeth or knives. It  rotates In a horizontal 
steel cylinder lined with wood, about ten times a 
second. The mineral is fed in from above at either 
end, and the teeth or knives are so adjusted that it 
travels to the middle, where it is discharged through 
an opening in the lower part of the cylinder in a 
finely divided state.

Another apparatus that produces a similar result 
is the cyclone. This consists of two beaters of 
chilled iron, similar in shape to a screw propeller, 
placed face to face in a steel case and rotated on 
their axes, which are horizontal and in the same 
straight line, in opposite directions at the rate of 
about forty revolulions per second. The material 
treated, which is usually of the size of a walnut, is 
fed in on either side .above the'beaters, and is soon 
reduced to grains not exceeding a peanut in size, and 
fine dust which is removed by means of air suction. 
The beaters have to be frequently renewed, and the 
same is the case with portions of the lining of the 
case. Some of the fibre is usually torn in the process.

Screening and Suction.—The shaking screens with 
which this material is now treated vary from 3 ft. x
6 ft. to (i ft. x 12 ft., and the number of pulsations is 
about four a second.

The pipe up which the fibre is carried by the air 
current is about 12 in. in diameter. A t the lower 
end, where it takes up from the screen, it narrows in 
one direction to 6 in. in- diameter, and in that at 
right angles broadens to the width of the screen. The 
suction is created by fans from 30 in. to 40 in. in 
diameier, rotating thirty times a second. The 
revolving screen, by means of which ilie fibre is 
graded, is provided with arms mounledon a double 
shaft and moving in opposite directions, for the pur
pose of loosening the fibre so as to effect a better 
separation through the meshes.

The settling chamber which receives the graded 
fibre is constructed with a longitudinal hopper, 
through which the fibre falls on to a conveyor. Both 
the collectors and settling chambers are provided 
with an inverted chimney, by which the fine dust 
escapes. This is sometimes collected for use in the 
rranufacture of finishing plaster.

The conveyors and elevators employed to conduct 
the material from one process to another are all of 
the endless belt or chain type.

Where there is any chance of ‘ crude ’ asbestos 
being concealed in the rock, an endless rubber belt, 
known as a picking table, is intercalated between the 
rotary crusher and the rolls. Here boys are 
stationed, who remove any long fibre or lumps of 
barren rock.

Sometimes strong magnets are employed to extract 
pieces of iron from Uie rock-breakers or other 
apparatus, which has become mixed with the 
material treated, and might injure the machinery. 
The fine serpentine sand which passes through the

screens usually contains a little fibre, and is some
times ground down and sold as asbestic.”—Bulletin 
of the imperial Institute.—London Mining Journal, 
Feb. 20, 1909, p. 239. (A. R.)

T r e a t m e n t  o f  t h e  G o l d  a n d  S i l v e r  P r e c ip i 

t a t e  a t  D o s  E s t r e l l a s .— “ A t  th e  clean-up in  th e . 
D os  E s tre lla s  m il l ,  E l O ro , M ex ico , the  gold and  

silver s lim e  flows by  g ra v ity  th ro u g h  launde rs  from , 
th e  zinc-boxes, firs t o n t o  a  20-mesh screen, nex t to  a.. 

60-mesh screen, a nd  thence to  th e  first of tw o  cem ent 

sum ps. T he  sliort-zinc resting  on the  20-mesh screen, 

is re tu rned  to  th e  head co m p a r tm e n t of th e  zinc- 

boxes a fte r  be ing  th o ro u g h ly  w a s h e d : th a t  pass ing  

20-mesh and  resting  on 60-mesh is d r ied  a n d  me) ted, 

w ith o u t  ac id  tre a tm e n t. F rom  the  first su m p  a bo v e ; 

m e n tio n e d  th e  s lim e  overflows to  a  second, w hence i t . 

is p u m p ed  to  th e  filter presses b y  a  tr ip le x  p lu ng e r  

pum p . T he  id e a  o f u s in g  tw o  sum ps is to  ho ld  back  

the  g rea te r p a r t  of th e  s lim e  in  th e  first,- th e reby  e n 

a b lin g  th e  p u m p  to  be run  a t  fu ll speed t i l l  w ork  on 

the  boxes is fin ished, a n d  the  z inc  room  m an  can g ive  

m ore a tte n t io n  to  th e  press. T hen  w h ile  th e  sum ps, 

are pum ped  o u t, sliort-zinc is washed and  the  

launders  c leaned. L a s t ly  th e  heavy  s ludge  in  the  

first su m p  is p u m p ed  o u t, and  th e  sum ps th o ro u g h ly  

washed .
After the clean-up is completed the precipitate is 

partly dried.by passing compressed air through the- 
cakes in the press. The press is then discharged into, 
a movable steam-jacketed drying car which is run 
under the press to receive the cakes, then returned 
to its place, and- connected to the steam line, the 
cakes being left to dry all night. A small vertical, 
boiler is used for generating steam for this purpose,, 
and is fired for about two hours, the fire then being 
‘ banked ’ and the steam allowed to drop slowly. The 
cakes are melted the succeeding day ; they contain, 
only about 18% moisture. Until recently the preci
pitate was briquetted after fluxing, bnt this has been 
discontinued on account of the amount of hand
ling involved. A t the present time the precipitate 
is handled only twice, as against six times in briquet
ting, as follows :—

Briquetting.— 1. Cakes knocked from filter-frames- 
to drying-car ; and the car wheeled to place and 
steam connected.

2. Cakes shovelled from, drying-car to Uuxing- 
boxes ; weighed ; and fluxes added.

3. Mixed with shovel inboxes ; and boxes wheeled1 
to briquetting-machine.

4. Precipitate shovelled from boxes to hopper of 
briquetting-machine.

5. B r iq u e tte s  lif te d  from  b r ique tting - m ach in e  b y  

h a n d  a n d  p laced in  boxes ; a nd  ru n  to  furnaces.

6. B r iq u e tte s  p laced in  shovel a nd  fed into- 

crucib les.
Without Briquetting. — 1. Cakes knocked fronii 

filter-frames to drying-car, care being taken not to- 
break up cakes more than necessary ; car wheeled to 
place, steam connected, dried, weighed entire, fluxes 
spread evenly over top of precipitate (without mixing),, 
car run to furnace.

2. Precipitate and fluxes shovelled to crucibles.
Briquetting is a good thing, and it is also well to- 

mix the flnxes intimately with the precipitate, but- 
no one who has ever got some precipitate on his. 
finger and tried to wipe it off on his overalls will, 
dispute the statement that handling is a bad thing, 
and spells ‘ loss.’ Further, the precipitate at Dos 
Estrellas seems to melt as readily" and to give as- 
clean a slag without, as with, mixing. Care being 
taken not to break up the cakes as they fall from the?
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press is almost as good as briquetting to prevent tlie 
precipitate, from caking superficially and ‘ blowing’ 
.during fusion. Tlie loss by dusting of such wet 
material is negligible. The flux generally used is :— 

Precipitate ... ... 100
Borax ... ... ... 15

• Soda bicarbonate ... ... 8 
Sand ... ... ... 4
Scrap wrought-iron in excess.

The precipitate yields from 60% to S0% bullion. 
"Coke is used as fuel at the two plants of the Dos 
Estrellas Co., but oil fuel by the El Oro and Mexico 
companies. Number 400 Dixon or 371A Morgan 
crucibles are used, eacli crucible holding about 86 kg. 
of mixed precipitate and fluxes. After fusion the 
upper portion of the molten mass in the crucible is 
poured into a conical mould with a clay-stopped tap- 
hole about 3 in. above the apex. The lower portion 
is poured into ingot mould. As soon as a shell of 
■slag about -i- in. thick has formed in the ‘ tapping- 
monld ’ the clay plug is removed and the fluid central 
core is allowed to flow into another mould. A sample 
of the issuing slag is taken and granulated by being 
poured into water. The ‘ shells’ from the conical 
moulds, and the slag from the ingot moulds are 
remelted, poured into conical moulds, and tapped as 
before. The cores are sacked and shipped at intervals 
to the smelter.

The slabs of bullion from the ingot moulds, to
gether with the buttons from the tapping moulds, 
are remelted, no attempt being made at refining. On 
pouring the final bars two samples are taken ; the 
first from the crucible after skimming the molten 
metal, and the second while pouring the bars. It  is 
of interest to note tliat in twelve months, during 
which time a total of 35'23 metric tons of bullion was 
melted, the total difference in value of the bullion as 
indicated by the two samples was only ]963’69pesos. 
The sample taken while pouring gave the higher 
results.

The sliort-zinc passing 20-mesh and resting on 60 
carries from 5% to 10% of metal and is melted with 
the following flux :—

Sliort-zinc... ... ... 100 
Borax ... ... ... 40
Soda ... ... ... 20 
Sand ... ... ... 10 
Lime ... ... .... 5

This flux gives a very fluid slag carrying about 40% 
zinc and exceedingly poor in gold and silver. The 
resultant metal carries about 20% zinc. Being so 
small a quantity in proportion to the total amount 
of bullion, the ‘ zinc metal ’ is added to the slabs of 
metal which come from the screened precipitate at 
the second melting.”—W a l t e r  N e a l .—Mining and 
Scientific Press, Feb. 27, 1909, p. 327. (W. A. C.)

Q u a l i t i e s  o f  A l l o y s . — “ Recent researches by 
Messrs. Le Cliatelier, Guillet, etc., have demonstrated 
that tlie physical, chemical, and mechanical proper
ties of certain alloys depend essentially upon the 
state of the different metals entering into their com
position. Thus, the micrograpliic studies of copper 
alloys made by Mr. Guillet demonstrate existence of 
seven different solid solutions, according to the per
centage of copper, presenting particular crystallisa
tions.

Manufacture of alloys always comprises three 
phases—melting, casting the. re-melted metal, and 
commercial preparation of the alloy. > Usually the 
raw mat erials are waste products—shreds from plates, 
filings, etc. In the case of zinc, there is some loss to 
'be estimated in melting. When the metal has to be

subsequently rolled or-worked, sand, clay, or chill- 
moulds and ingots are employed. Rolling should be 
executed hot, with brass containing 55% to 60% 
copper ; if the percentage of copper is greater, the 
metal should he rolled cold. Tlie most usually 
employed special brasses are lead, tin, manganese, 
and aluminium brass alloys. Lead is in small per
centages of 0'5% to 3%, placed in the crucible a few 
moments before casting.

Tin gives a special resistance to sea-water, and, 
consequently, is much employed for brass for ships. 
The percentage of tin in the brass must not exceed 
2% for tlie alloy to be forgeable. High resisting 
bronzes are more and more employed. Greater 
attention is now rightly given to their mechanical 
properties—tensile strength, elasticity, elongation 
after rupture, etc.—than to tlieir centesimal compo
sition. Great care must be given in nieltingthe alloy 
and in the construction of the moulds, which should 
allow, the gases produced in casting to easily escape. 
Bronzes should be manufactured at the lowest pos
sible temperature, then re-melted at a sufficiently 
great temperature to obtain a good run and metal 
free from blisters. To estimate the temperature, an 
iron rod is dipped into the liquid copper. If the 
metal adheres to the rod, the alloy is not made, 
and if the rod gives off fumes the metal is too hot. 
An intermediary temperature between these two 
points must be selected.”—La Fondnne Mod&rne.— 
London Mining Journal, Feb. 20, 19C9, p. 263. 
(A. R.)

M IN ING.

M in e  L a is o u r -Ch a i it . —“ Stripped of its romantic 
possibilities, mining is a commercial business, carried 
on for the prolit there is in it, and the business of the 
manager, in its ultimate analysis, is to make the 
profit as large as possible.

The general manager of a mining company should 
keep himself personally familiar with all the details 
of its operations. If he fails to do so, chaos results, 
labour becomes inefficient, costs go up, and profits go 
down. Nowhere is this emphasised more than in 
Mexico.

If the mining operations are extensive and complex, 
involving, besides the work of mining the ore, its 
transpoitation and treatment by various milling 
operations, and tlie marketing of the products, the 
business, to be carried on properly, must be divided 
into a number of main departments, which are sub
divided into minor departments. Each main depart
ment should be under the immediate charge of a 
superintendent, or a foreman, and each minor depart
ment under a sliift-boss. Organised in this way, 
and with all the principal centres of activity connected 
by telephone, the manager can keep in touch at all 
times with the details of every branch of the business, 
and be in a position to perform effectively tlie full 
duty of manager.

The total cost of mining operations may be broadly 
divided under the heads of labour, supplies, and 
marketing. Of these, it  will be found, on averaging 
a number of cases, that the cost of labour will be 
about two-thirds of the total coat. The importance, 
therefore, of an efficient labour department will be 
apparent. This department must be sub-divided and 
organised differently, according to the peculiar con
ditions at each mine, and no one system, however 
well suited for one particular concern, will exactly 
fit another. But any standard system may be modi
fied to suit any particular case.

Each foreman of a given department should be 
furnished with suitable blank forms, on which he
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sliould record, at tlie end of every shift, the main 
details of the operation of his department. These 
blanks, when filled out, pass through the superinten
dent’s hands, and, with his remarks and explanations, 
are presented to the manager for examination and 
filing. Thus, within 24 hours, the record of the work 
done in every departmental sub-division of mine, or 
mill, together with its cost, is before the manager 
for study and comparison with previous records.

I t  is not always possible, in fact it is very difficult, 
to get foremen, or shift-bosses, who are in every way 
competent to supervise the departments, but the 
best men may be selected for this purpose, who, if 
properly supervised and encouraged by the manager 
in the work, will give piolitable service.

The work of the mine manager will be facilitated 
by devising a labour-chart which will show diagram- 
matically the various departments of labour, the 
number and class of men employed, the cost, and the 
method of supervising each class.

The foreman of each department should have a 
labour-chart pertaining to his own special depart
ment, and all charts of the various superintendents, 
combined on one sheet, should make up the manager’s 
chart, which will serve also as a ‘ flow-sheet’ of 
authority in the organisation. A. labour-chart may 
show the distribution of labour for a month, or a 
year, or any other period.

The labour-chart L used for the Guanajuato Con
solidated Mining and Milling Co. was included in 
my annual repoit to tlie directors covering the opera
tions of that company during 1907, and with the 
ermission of the President of the company, F. G. 
orning, 1 submit this chart, Fig. 1, for'the purpose 

of illustration. It  shows the labour classification 
and the cost for the operations of tlie company during 
the year. The chart, in its original foim, was 
printed in colours, so that the eye could readily dis
tinguish the ramifications of the various sub-divisions. 
The general division was in black and bine ; mining, 
in red ; milling, in purple; cyaniding, in light-brown; 
office work, in dark-brown. ]n Fig. 1, each colour 
has been replaced by a distinctive line. The method 
of arranging tlie details of labour classification might 
be more adva-ntageously shown than is done in the 
chart, but it is hoped that it will serve as a sugges
tion for a system that renders more efficient the 
management of mining operations on a large scale.”
—J o s e p h  M a c d o n a l d . — Bulletin, of the American 
Institute of Mining Engineers, Jan.,'l909, pp. 77-80.

U n d e b c u o u n d  M i n i n g .—“ For very deep mines 
it seems to be coming now to be nrncli the practice 
to sink circular shafts, and I  iind that throughout 
the world the dimensions of these vary very greatly. 
In India, at the Mysore mine, I have to do with I lie 
sinking of a vertical shaft, which has now reached 
the depth of 2,628 ft., which lias been sunk of a 
diameter of 21 ft. outside the biickwork, or 18 ft. 
inside. On the Witwatersrand, in the two or three 
cases where circular shafts were adopted, I believe 
the diameter varies from 15 ft. to 18 ft. At the 
Dolcoath mine in Cornwall a circular shaft 18 ft. in 
diameter is being'snnlc to a projected depth, I under
stand, of 500 iathoms. At Clausthal 1 know of a 
shaft projected to 2,900 ft. of depth, of a diameter of 
15J ft. I should, perhaps, have alluded to rectangular 
shafts first, as probably 99 out of 1(J0 of the metalli
ferous mine shafts in the world are of that shape, and 
they, of course, vary in size and design to accord 
with the purpose for which they are sunk. 1 under
stand that the Lake Superior shafts, through which

enormous quantities of cupriferous material have to- 
be hauled from great depths, have usually been 
rectangular ; for instance,- the Tamarack mine shaft, 
being 29 ft. 2 in. x'8 ft. 10 in., the Anaconda 20 ft.
4 in. x 6 ft. 8 in., Iled Jacket shaft, which is some 
4,900 ft. deep, is a fonr-conipartment shaft 25 ft. 
long, bnt whether these measurements are within or 
without timbers, I am not sure, but probably within. 
On the Rand, shafts are already in existence 42 ft. (?) 
long, including six hauling ways and one pump and 
ladder way, and I believe it is proposed with very- 
deep shafts to increase the length to over 40 ft. (?) I 
have this morning been informed that the Catlin 
shaft on the Jupiter mine is sunk 4,077 ft. vertical, 
and 673 ft. further on an incline of 40J° ; reducing- 
the latter figure to vertical measurement, a total 
depth of 4,515 ft. vertically from surface lias been 
reached, and this, I believe, is the lowest reef work
ing on the Rand, I am further told that there are-, 
several other shafts which have struck the reef in the 
vicinity of 4,000 ft. depth. In my experience it has. 
always been the custom to sink rectangular shafts in 
the earlier stages of progressive mines, and where 
operations are commenced iri out-of-the-way places, 
with but few skilled hands, this is almost invariably 
the case.

In regard to the drivage of levels, stoping and 
underground tramming, I find that the practice 
varies enormously over the world, obviously, I take- 
it, being governed by rea-scns of hardness of rock, 
width ot reef or lode, quantities of rock or ore to be 
removed, and distance to be traversed. In level 
driving or tunnelling-we have three classes of under
takings all intimately connected. First, great civil 
engineering works like the Simplon Tunnel; secondly, 
big mining adits like the Sutro Tunnel, on the Com
stock lode, in Nevada, and the Newhouse Tunnel, in 
Colorado ; and thirdly, the more usual sizes of mining" 
drifts or crosscuts. A work like the Simplon Tunnel 
cannot fail to be of interest to the miner, although 
in many ways carried out under conditions somewhat 
different to those of ordinary mining work. This, 
tunnel, from Prigue, in Switzerland, to Isella, near 
the old Crodo Gold Mines, in Italy, is 19,770 metres, 
long, or a little over twelve miles. It  is notewoithy 
that this tunnel, like so many others of a similar 
kind, failed absolutely to discover any mineral 
wealth. The depth below the peak of the mountain 
range being 7,000 ft., this may be said to be the 
deepest mining work in the world. In regard to speeds, 
of driving mine levels, I have before me a statement 
which, if substantiated, might claim to be a record. 
Messis. R. Meyer, of Mnlheim, claim to have 
advanced 465 ft. in one month’s drivage in trachyte 
in 1905, while their average speed for several months 
in limestone is claimed to have been 294 ft. per 
month. I understand that the 3,100 ft. level of the 
Chollar Potosi mine on the Comstock lode was. 
driven many weeks at the rate of 80 ft. per week, or 
340 ft. per month, and that at the Newhouse Tunnel, 
Idaho Springs, Colorado, driven north into Gilpin 
County, a speed of 300 ft. per month was attained, 
and about 3,000 ft. driven in one year in hard 
granitic-gneiss and schist. I believe that even in the- 
hard formation of the South African mines, a speed 
approaching 300 ft. per month lias been attained. 
Stoping is a subject which has received a vast. 
amount of attention by mining engineers of recent 
years. It  is a subject so wide and so much dependent- 
npon local conditions that I will not attempt to deal 
with it at any length. It appears to me that it is- 
almost invariably a question for the man on the-spot, 
who has to evolve for himself the best method o f
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taking down tlie ore in his mine. Take, for instance, 
the Broken Hill mines, where.theyhave ore bodies,' 
say, from 15 ft. to 300 ft. in width, averaging, 
perhaps, over 100 ft. Here a great cost has to be 
incurred in timbering and filling, .the hanging walls 
being very insecure. On the other hand, at the 
Alaska Treadwell, in q u ite  another part of the world, 
where the ore bodies have even greater width, up to 
420 ft. no timbering is, I believe, needed, at any 
rate as long as the stopes are kept two-thirds full* 
Personally, I have had little experience in mechanical 
haulage in mine levels and stopes, but I understand 
•that shaking conveyors in stopes, mechanically 
operated continuous ropeways on tramroads, and 
electric locomotives, where the length of level is very 
.great, are being largely adopted.

A few words on the actual breaking of ground. 
Here, too, progress has been continuous and rapid, 
the greatest advance being the substitution of high 
•explosives for the now almost obsolete gunpowder in 
blasting. Ir. fact, it wonld not be 'too much to say 
-that the invention of high explosives and the safety 
fuse mark the two most forward steps in the mining 
history of the last century, and to these, more than 
to any other cause, is to lie attributed the rapid 
speed of development possible to-day. High explo
sives, in contradistinction to black powder and the 
like, have been defined as explosives which require 
initial detonation—i.e., the use of a detonator. It 
was Mr. Alfred Nobel who, prior to his invention of 
dynamite, conceived the idea of this initial detona
tion, which he tirst applied to nitro-glycerine as early 
as 1864. Dynamite, which was invented in 1867, 
was the tirst high explosive used, and remained 
practically the only explosive of its kind until Nobel, 
in 1875, 'invented blasting gelatine. The figures 
given in a paper read by the inventor before the 
Society of Arts, in May, 1875, show the quantities 
used in tlie tirst years of the introduction of dynamite 
to have increased from 11 tons in 1867 to over 3,000 
tons in 1874. W ith the introduction of blasting gela
tine in 1875, and the modifications know^n as gelatine 
■dynamite and gelignite, the use of nitro-glycerine 
explosives became more and more general whenever 
hard rock had to be dealt with. In 1864,' explosives 
•of the ‘ Sprengel ’ type, the first representative of 
which was a nitrate of ammonia compound known 
as the ‘ Eavier’ explosive, termed in this country 
‘ Miners’ Safety Explosive,’ wrere introduced, and in 
course of time these nitrate of ammonia explosives, 
•of which numerous modifications were devised, have 
become the leading explosives in c.oal-getting. because 
of their relative safety in the presence of firedamp. 
•Several nitro glycerine explosives, such as carbonite 
and saxonite, in which the temperature of the flame 
is rednced either by an excess of carbonaceous sub
stance or by tlie addition of salts, such as oxalate of 
ammonia, sulphate of magnesia, alum, etc., have 
likewise been added to the list of so-called safety 
explosives. The displacement of black powder and 
■other similar mechanical mixtures by high explosives 
was concurrent with the recognition of the relative 
■cost of the explosive plus detonator and fnse as com
pared with the cost of the borehole, the harder the 
lock the higher is the cost of the borehole and the 
■more desirable it is to blast with high explosives of 
high density, thus obtaining the greatest amount of 
cubage with the least relative cost. Thus nitro
glycerine explosives held their own and increased 
their field, whilst nitrate of ammonia explosives and 
those which; like them, arenof lower density, were 
confined to coal getting and workings in soft rock 
and stone, where, the borehole was not costly. The

relative densities are, roughly, l -6 for nitro-glycerine 
explosives and 1 '1 for nitrate of ammonia and chlorate 
mixtures, the density of tonite, which is a guncotton 
nitrate of barium mixture, being about 1 '2. It is 
self-evident ■ that the advantage of density being 
recognised, black powder was oound to be replaced 
by high explosives wherever the borehole was difficult 
to make. The introduction and gradual development 
of rock drilling machines still further accentuated 
the necessity of using explosives of high density and 
considerable strength, as it became possible to make 
the holes deeper and relatively less in number. Thus, 
for instance, mining on the Rand is almost exclu
sively done with blasting gelatine, which is the 
strongest explosive known, whilst in quarrying less 
powerful explosives are needed. The evolution in 
the use of high explosives is therefore essentially an 
economic question, although, on the other hand, it is 
of importance to remember that certain classes of 
rock can only be dealt with by means of high 
explosives, the selection of the right explosive for the 
particular work being therefore of considerable 
moment, and the relative cost of boring has always 
to be borne in mind.”—E d g a r  T a y l o k , Presidential 
Address, Inst. M. M .— London Mining Journal, 
March 20, 1909, p. 369. (A. R.)

Thu D e e p e s t  B o r e h o l e  i n  t h e  W o r l d . —  

“ Hitheito the deepest borehole in the world has 
been that snnk near Rybnik (Upper Silesia), namely, 
2,003 metres ; but this depth lias now been exceeded 
by a boring at Czuchow, in the same neighbourhood, 
which has already reached 2,156 metres, and is to be 
continued to 2,250 metres, if possible. The hole was 
commenced in December, 1906, with a diameter of 
16 in., but in the following May the bits were replaced 
by diamond crowns, the diameter being reduced to
7 in.”—Montanistische Rundschau.—London Mining 
Journal, March 13, 1909, p. 343. (A. R .)

P e t r o l  L o c o m o t iv e s  i n  M i n e s .—“ One of the 
recent digressions in Westphalian mining circles has 
been the introduction of petrol or benzine locomotives 
for underground.traction. The idea of the introduc
tion of.such volatile and highly-inflamuiable liquids 
as petrol or benzine into coal mines would strike the 
uninitiated as appalling ; but, be that as it may, the 
difficulties and dangers have been sufficiently over
come, and such locomotives are actually at work in 
the Westphalian coalfields. In the mines of a single 
association in Dortmund 16,562 tons out of a total 
annnal output of 94,145 tons—that is,.above 17‘5% 
of the whole production—have been drawn by petrol 
locomotives underground. Of the rest of the output, 
63-0% was drawn by endless rope haulage, 1575% by 
electric locomotives on the trolley system, smaller 
quantities were dealt with by electric locomotives 
with accumulators or by endless chain, and the least 
amounting to about J%, by the main and tail system 
of haulage.

The locomotives used for the underground traction 
with petrol do not differ essentially from those in 
ordinary use, the chief characteristics in connection 
w'ith them being the nice arrangement of the different 
parts to accommodate from 8 h.p. to 16 li.p. in a, very 
restricted area, and the precautionary devices intro
duced to provide for security against the risk of 
explosion in handling and in the use of these highly 
inflammable and volatile liquids, and in the disposal 
of the products of their combustion. In the,early 
stages the charging of the petrol locomotive was 
eftected.^by means of oil-tight tanks fitted ,with 
adequately protected orifices, which were filled above
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ground and sent below to be attached to the locomo
tives, but the leakage of the connections proved a pro
hibitive obstacle to this arrangement. Sending the 
locomotive to the surface in the cage to be filled was 
next contemplated, but as it would have necessitated 
even a still more cramped contraction in the engine, 
that idea was abandoned, and therefore attention 
was directed to making special arrangements for 
charging below ground.”—The Times.—Transvaal 
Leader, March .19, 1909. (A. K .)

MISCELLANEOUS.

G e o c h e m i s t r y .—“ Geochemistry is the coming 
form that geological science is taking, and is the 
most up-to-date science. Eighty chemical elements 
are known. Most of them are found only in combi
nation, These compounds are' minerals. Aggrega
tion of minerals form rocks. A rock represents a 
chemical system in which, by various agencies,, 
chemical changes are brought about.. The study of 
these changes is the province of geochemistry.

Reaction takes place between the constituents of 
the crude ore : reactions due to its aqueous envelope, 
reactions in volcanic magmas and dming their con
tact with rock masses, are studied, changes due to 
percolating waters, supeificial action of tlie atmo
sphere. The solid crust of the earth is made up of three 
shells or layers. The innermost of crystalline plutonic 
rocks approaching the original material of which the 
crust was formed. Next, the overlaying layer of 
sedimentary rocks, and ahove this soils and unconso
lidated material.

The elements were evolved from one primal stuff: 
The surface layer of the earth to a depth of 10 miles 
consists of 93% solid and 7% liquid matter. The 
volume of saline matter in the ocean is 4,800,000 
cubic miles, or enough to cover the entire surface of 
the United States 16 miles deep. Hence, it is not 
surprising that the beds of rock salt at Stassfort are 
so great and deep. The atmosphere consists of 
nitrogen and oxygen.

Whenever animals breathe or lire burns, oxygen is 
being withdrawn from the air and locked up in com
pounds. By growing plants under sunlight, carbon 
dioxide is decomposed and oxygen is liberated.- The 
atmosphere is being slowly depleted of its oxygen.

Cotopaxi alone emits more carbon dioxide annually 
than is generated by life and combustion in a city 
like Paris, which throw’s 3,000,000 cubic meters of 
the gas into the air. Bain and snow collect chemical 
impurities from the atmosphere and redistribute them 
upon the soil. Chlorine is abundant in the air only 
near the sea, and diminishes as we recede from tlie 
coast. An atmosphere of volcanic origin must sooner 
or later be exhausted, as in the case of the moon.

In the ocean, some 18 to 20 substances have been 
detected, including nickel, copper, lead, silver, gold.

W ith regard to gold, its presence in sea water was 
shown by E. Constadt, in 1872 ; such as 5 mgs. gold 
and 20 mgs. of silver per ton. Gold is present in the 
ocean in thousands of millions of tons. In the Bay 
of San Francisco, L. Wagner found, per metric ton, 
11*1 mgs. of gold and 169'5 mgs. silver. Plants and 
animals are almost incredibly abundant in the ocean.' 
These absorb carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen and oxygen 
to form the principal constituents of their soft tissues; 
carbon dioxide being abundant from their-life, it dis
solves much calcium carbonate, to form their hard 
shells.

Decomposing organic matter reduces sulphates of 
sea water to sulphides, which, by reaction' with 
carbonic acid, yield sulphuretted hydrogen. Some 
hydrogen sulphide reacts upon the iron silicates of the

sea floor, forming pyrite. The circulation and distri
bution of carbon in the ocean is as much influenced 
by living beings as by exchanges between the sea and. 
atmosphere.

The waters of closed basins akin iu size to inland 
seas are those in isolated areas from which the drain-, 
age never reaches the sea. Streams originate in the 
higher portions of such areas ; their waters gather in 
depressions, and ultimately,-by the concentration of 

.their saline constituents, form salt or alkaliue lakes 
or dry beds of solid residues. The latter condition is 
in very arid areas, where evaporation is so rapid that- 
no large body of w'ater accumulates. The important, 
closed basins are permanent reservoirs, such as the 
Caspian, Great Salt Lake and the Dead Sea of 
modern times, and Lake Bonneville and Lahontanof 
ancient date. The Great Salt Lake is the diminished 
reminder of the Great Lake Bonneville.

The salinity of Great Salt Lake far surpasses that 
of the ocean. All. tributary waters contain quantities 
of carbonates absent from the lakeit-elf ; the strong 
brine of the lake not being able to hold calcium car
bonate in solution. :The waters of the Dead Sea are. 
bitter, low in sodium, , high in maguesia, rich in 
bromine.

Alkaline waters are representative of volcanic 
regions: saline of sedimentary deposits.

The least soluble salt, such as gypsum, will form, 
first, the most soluble, like rock salt, will remain 
longest in solution.

In mineral springs, one water may rise from beds, 
of salt, another from solutions of gypsum, a third 
from pyrite. Hot springs often deposit silica in the 
Yellow'Stone Park. Alkaline waters, especially if 
hot, are solvents of mineral substances ; hence the 
quartz of veins as well as the ores.

During a volcanic eruption, the gaseous emanations- 
are the first to appear, and after the eruption is over, 
gases are given off from the cooling lavas, as well as, 
from hot springs and solfataras. Steam is the 
commonest gas. Other gases are hydrogen, oxygen, 
carbon-monoxide, hydrochloric acid, chlorine, me
thane, hydrofluoiic acid, silica fluorides. Deposits, 
from these are sublimates, the commonest being, 
native sulphur. Silver was found at Cotopaxi,, 
ejected as a vapour; also ammonia. Volcanic gases 
produce volcanic explosions; deep-seated magmas 
are impregnated with gases which explode on relief' 
of pressure.

Volcanic gases appear in a certain regular order.
1. Gases issuing from an active crater, owdng to, 

excessive heat, ate dry.
2. Hydrogen burns to form more water vapour..
Carbon gases oxidise to carbon dioxide.
From sulphur, sulphur-dioxide is formed.
Steam reacting on metallic chlorides generates- 

hydrochloric acid and acid fumaroles appear.
3. Gases force tlieir way through cracks in lava,, 

corroding the rocks, and where sulphides occur, 
hydrogen sulphide is set free. If carbonate rocks 
are met, carbon dioxide is liberated.

4. Only steam with carbon dioxide remains, and, 
the latter soon disappears.

We can measure the temperature at which lavas 
fuse under pressure.

Pressure steadily increasing with depth, the meltr 
ing point must be raised, but water in the molten 
mass tends to lowrer it. Pressure also prevents, 
the escape of dissolved vapours and increases fluidity..

Temperature increases with depth.
Lava flowing from a crater is heavily charged with, 

steam. When the pressure is relieved, gases escape and 
explode. The magma previous.to eruption,, is a mass.
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of rock-forming matter, in a state of fusion, heavily.' 
charged with gases under enormous pressure. Differ
ent lavas issue from the same opening during a series 
of eruptions, and within a given area there are a 
variety of igneous rocks related to one another and 
sliowing a common oiigin. From these differentiation 
of minerals take place.”—F. W. C l a e k e , Bulletin 
No. 330, U.S. Geological Survey.—Milling Science, 
March 11, 1909, p. 190. (A. R.)

T h e  P r o p e r t ie s  o f  M a t t e r — S o l i d  S t a t e . —  

“ Prof. Thomson gave a brief rtsumi of his remarks 
on tlie subject of gravitation, and said that from the 
practical point of view it was a great pity that we 
could not alter the weights of chemical masses. If, 
lor instance, a body changed its weight as it passed 
from the solid into the liquid state a very good 
engine could be constructed liy-alternating the states 
and balancing one against the other. This would be 
very nearly, but not quite, perpetual motion. But 
the most careful research had failed to show that any 
change of weight took place under any known condi
tions, no change having been detected that could be 
due either to chemical combination, temperature, 
crystallisation, or to the nature of a medium. Prof. 
Landolt, indeed, had made some experiments which 
seemed to indicate that a slight change of weight 
took place on chemical combination, but the German 
physicist’s latest conclusion was that the apparent 

'change was due to a slight alteration in the bulk of 
his glass vessels produced by heat. Other experi
menters sought for possible1 changes of weight due to 
the action of heat. Did a body weigh exactly the 
same at different temperatures? The experiments 
made by Prof. J. H. Poynting and others certainly 
showed that there was no change of weight, to with
in one part in one million, produced by the alteration 
of 1° C. of temperature. Prof. Poynting had also 
investigated tlie possible effect on weight of crystal
lisation by testing bodies placed at right angles to 
each other. Another question referred to the possible 
effect upon w'eight of the nature of the medium. Did 
two bodies, for example, attract each ot her w'ith the 
same foice when separated by air, or by iron, or by. 
water ? I t  had been shown by Prof. Boys, using a 
modification of the Cavendish apparatus, as described 
in a previous lecture, that no perceptible change of 
weight could be attributed to the influence of any 
medium. Gravity in fact had no weak parts, and 
could not be affected by any change of circumstances 
known at present. This made it difficult to formu
late any adequate explanation of gravity.

The one hopeful feature about gravity was in the 
consideration of the proportion between the weight 
and mass of different bodies. There were various 
methods of obtaining the value of mass by weighing. 
After describing Kater’s pendulum, Prof. Thomcon 
exhibited the bi-filar pendulum invented by Prof. 
Horace Darwin. This device depended upon the 
fact that the opposite sides of parallelograms are 
equal. In  Prof. Darwin’s compound pendulum, 
measurements are made on a table swinging from 
two w’ires or tapes so arranged that the table is in
variably horizontal. . Some of the most important' 
investigations of weight were made by Bessel, who 
proved that the ratio of weight to mass is the same 
to within one part in 60,000. Since Bessel’s time 
radio-active bodies had been discoveied and there 
was now some reason to believe that the ratio of 
weight to mass for such bodies was different from 
that of non-radio-active bodies.. He would attempt 
to explain this possibility bv supposing that a sphere 
were swinging in. water.. The sphere,, as. it moved,'.

would displace some of the water, and if it were- 
sought, to determine the mass of the sphere, a part, 
of its mass would be due to the mass of the water 

. In the same way there was reason to believe that in 
the case of a radio-active body moving through ether 
there is a like displacement; and in consequence of 
the ether having mass, a part of the mass of such a 
moving body w'ould be due to the mass of the ether. 
The proportion of the mass due to the ether would 
be one part in 650,000. Prof. Thomson said that he 
had made many experiments in this direction and1 
had used a radium pendulum. Although he had 
only a few milligrammes of radium for the experi
ment, yet lie had found that there was no change 
observable to within one part in- 2,000. They had 
recently set np another pendulum at Cambridge to 
conduct a similar test with uranium, and had already 
shown that there was no change in the proportion of 
mass to weight of uranium to one part in 100,000. -

There was no lack of theories as to the nature of' 
gravity. In preparing his lecture that morning 
Prof. Thomson said that he had looked up more 
than 25 important theories of gravitation, any one 
of which might be true if there were any means of' 
testing it. There were two theories which attracted 
considerable attention. One theory snpposed that., 
throughout the universe there were particles moving- 
with great speed in all directions and that the earth, 
so to speak, w'as almost but not entirely permeable 
by these particles. The sun, acting as a kind of 
umbrella, shielded the earth from the bombardment 
of these particles on one side, and the earth was thus 
supposed to be pushed towards the sun. The chief 
objection to this theory, as advanced by Clerk Max
well W’as that it involved the assumption that for 
each gramme of matter there was a transformation 
of energy equivalent to more than 1,000 h.p. The. 
second theory of gravitation worth mentioning was 
that touched upon in the previous lecture. This 
supposed , that, in the case of electrified bodies the 
attraction between unlike particles is always a little . 
more that the repulsion between like particles. 
There was now some hope of testing this theory, 
which was at least as old as Franklin. They had just, 
succeeded at Cambridge in obtaining positively 
electrified particles Which had apparently only half 
the weight of the hydrogen atom. It was believed 
that the quantity of electricity contained by an 
electrified particle was proportional to its atomic 
weight, and, assuming that the charge on a corpuscle, 
could be taken as a unit, there was just a possibility 
of discovering if any change in the relation of mass 
to weight occurred ; but the mathematical and other 
difficulties which the process would involve seemed 
hardly likely .to justify the time that would be 
required for the investigation.

Turning to the discussion of the existence of matter- 
in its solid, liquid, or gaseous state, Prof. Thomson 
said that the broad lines of distinction were very 
marked, yet the transition from one state to another 
proceeded -by steps so small as to be hardly distin-., 
guishable. He showed a specimen of hard pitch. 
flowing out of a funnel which had been kept in a. 
vertical position for 22 years, and said that sealing 
wax if gently treated-could almost be twisted into a 
knot. An enlarged micro-photograph of cadmium 
showed , that this metal has a crystalline structure 
something like that of a wall built of loose stones. 
When such a metal was strained a good deal of" 
energy was expended. In this . regard different- > 
metals behaved in different ways. The phenomenon 
of ‘ elastic fatigue ’ was then illustrated by means of' 
vibrating .wires. Some metals, the lecturer .said,,.
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were ‘ born tired,’ and the leaden wire'exhibited was 
merely ‘ pretending to vibrate.’ Vibrating wires 

"resembled human beings; after vibrating all the 
week, they got tired on Saturday night, but if 
allowed to rest on Sunday, they were refreshed by 
the holiday. It  had lately been found out that wires 
were also refreshed if subjected to warm baths. 
Illustrating the changes which metals undergo at 

.particular temperatures, Prof. Thomson showed the 
phenomenon of recaleseence by means of a plate of 

"red hot iron. The effect of changes of-temperature 
on iron was also shown by means of an electrically 
heated wire, the variation in the length of which 
was shown by its shadow moving across the screen. 
He also demonstrated how iron lost its magnetic 
quality at a high temperature and regained it on 

■cooling. By means of a rotating weight suspended 
from a vertical spring, the lecturer showed in conclu
sion how the vertical movement of the spring could 
be transformed ,into tlie-rotating movement of the 
weight and vice versa.”—Prof. Sir J. J. T h o m s o n , 

Lecture Royal Institution. — Times Engineering 
-Supplement, March 24, 1909. {J. A. W.)

Reviews and New Books.

■ (We shall be pleased to review any Scientific or Tech
nical Work sent to us for that purpose. J

-A  M a n u a l  o f  P r a c t ic a l  A s s a y in g . By H . v a n  

F . F u r m a n , E .M . Sixth Edition. Revised by 
W illiam D. Pardoe, A .M . $3. (New York, 
U.S.A. : John Wiley & Sons.)

“ A new edition of this standard work will be wel- 
-comed by all, and the book has not suffered in the 
hands of the reviser who undertook the revision on 

'the death of Mr. van Furman. Much new matter 
has been added, and some modifications have been 
made, and the work continues to be one which should 
hold its own among tlie many of its class which have 
recently appeared.

As the reviser points out in his preface, the chapter 
on zinc has been re-written, while chapters have been 
added on special metals, etc. The wisdom of entirely 
replacing the old volumetric ferrocyanide method by 
a comparatively new modification may be doubted, 

-even though the new one may be an improvement. 
Many preier the old method, and have now to refer 
to an older edition or to another author to find it 
described. In the case of the so-called rare metals, 
their growing importance deserves somewhat fuller 
treatment than they at present receive. The method 
of assay given for tungsten would, for instance, be 
scarcely applicable to tailings from wolfram ores.

I t  is curious also that, although methods other 
than those published in American journals receive

■ some notice, many very important ones are totally 
ignored. The section on tin is totally inadequate, 
anil entirely ignores the only methods which are of 
any use for low.grade ores. The methods of Pearce 
and Beringer are not even mentioned. Similarly, in

'the, case of antimony, the ‘ bromate’ volumetric 
method is ignored, and throughout the work there is 
a tendency for the author to act as final arbiter as to 
the best method. Such an attitude is scarcely to be 
recommended,- although both-, author and reviser are
■ qualified to advise.

Perhaps a word as to the index may result in some 
improvement in the next issue. ' A  seaiph. for a 

•description of the assay.of telluride. gold ores, on

which there is a-most admirable chapter, was unavail
ing under the letters G and T, but it was ultimately 
unearthed by turning up D, where the ingenious 
indexer had buried it with many other unfortunates 
under Determination of—.

Special praise should be accorded to the thoroughly 
practical tables, and, above all, to the sections relat
ing to such matters as the calculation of blast furnace 
charges, the mechanical testing of gold and other 
ores, and the many other practical matters for which 
alone this work would deserve to occupy a prominent 
position on our shelves.”-— The Mining Journal 
(London) Literary Supplement, March 27, 1909. 
(W. A. C.)

G o l d  : I t s  G e o l o g ic a l  O c c u r r e n c e  a n d  G e o 

g r a p h ic a l  D is t r ib u t io n . By J. M a l c o l m  

M a c l a r e n , D.Sc., F.G.S., F.R.G.S., M . I .M .M . ; 

late Mining Specialist,. Government 'of India ; 
formerly Assistant Government Geologist, 
Queensland, etc. Royal 8vo. 662 pp. W ith 
one coloured plate, 37 plates, and 213 illustrations 
in the text. 2os. (London : The Mining Journal.)

“ The basis of any genetic classification of necessity 
takes one back to those considerations of the earth’s 
crust and interior which bear upon ore deposition, 
and with this the author starts, giving a statement 
of the views which represent the concensus of present 
opinion on this subject. He then proceeds to give in 
some detail the occurrence of gold in Nature ; to 
describe its forms as native metal, and its associations 
as compound ; and then, bn p. 42, the classification 
of auriferous deposits is begun.

After refusing the classifications based on form, 
matrix, or associated minerals, as being of obviously 
adventitious character, it is stated that the most 
natural grouping of the world’s gold deposits appears 
to be reached by a combination of geographical and 
geological data, resulting in the establishment of 
fairly definite auriferous provinces, well separated 
from each other in time, in space, or in.both. A 
tabular classification is given on p. 44, and afterwards 
a general description of the various, groups.

An examination of the table on p. 44, and a reading 
of the general descriptions following, shows the 
grouping of the world’s gold deposits to have been 
into two main divisions,.primary and secondary—the 
former including those of which no prior state is 
known, whereas the latter are those obviously, or pre
sumably derived from the previous primary deposits. 
The interest of the book is mainly in the primary 
occurrences, and a principal division of these is made 
into (a) those connected with andesites or diabases, 
and (b) those with acid rocks of a granodiorilic type. 
Each of these divisions provides sub-divisions, accord
ing to the geological periods when deposition is held 
to have taken place; it is under these last sub-divisions 
that the general descriptions are given. A further 
general description of the secondary deposits then 
follows, in which, naturally, alluvial gold figures 
largely. It  is rather remarkable that it is under 
this description of ore deposits that the genesis of the 
Witwatersrand goldfields is discussed, though the 
contemporaneous deposition of gold and pebble is 
refused.

The source and transport of the gold next occupy 
attention, and then its .deposition .and concentration, 
extending to p. 118, where the first-part of .the work 
ends.

The second part, which extends to the end, at 
p. 662, deals with the-geographical distribution of 
the • occurrences, : the description.’being-' underL the 
headings.of continents, countries, and districts. This
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part is a valuable collection of much information 
concerning the many goldfields. There are full 
descriptions of most of them, and the geological cir
cumstances of eacli are so set out, tliat this book 
should be of great help to those who are subscribers 
to the various mining periodicals. It  forms a basis 
whereby one occurrence may be connected with 
another in a far distant country, and a new interest 
is thus given tu the descriptions of regions which the 
reader may not himself have seen.

W ith regard to the Witwatersrand goldfields, an 
inadequate description is given. There are no 
sections in detail of the reefs, nor are any facts stated 
in support of the impoi tance attached to the influence 
of the diabase and dolerite dykes. In giving the 
placer theory of the genesis of the gold, it is not 
stated that it is the ‘ marine ’ placer theory which is 
advocated, though the fact of it being marine is one of 
the essentials of that theory. I t  is moreover hardly 
correct to say that Gregory, in order to account for the 
extreme fineness of the gold, assumed the original 
placer gold to have beeii taken up in solution and 
redeposited. This was so assumed to account for the 
crystalline character now fonnd ; the marine placer 
theory in itself accounts for the fineness. Ic is also 
remarkable that no mention is made of the fact that 
the auriferous conglomerates of West Africa are very 
similar in all essentials to those of the Transvaal, 
though other more differing conglomerates are .thus 
compared.

The print, paper, and style of the book are very 
good, and the book makes a handsome volume ; the 
indexes also are full and complete. W ith regard to 
the illustrations; it may be said that the photographs 
are very good, but that the reduced plans and maps 
are less satisfactory, notably the one given on p. 46, 
supposed to assist in the definition of the auriferous 

rovinces. Others suffer from confusion of detail, 
rought about by reduction of size. This detail 

would, in the writer’s opinion, in most cases have been 
better left out, or the geological conditions would 
have been better conveyed, if they had been rendered 
somewhat diagrammatic.

The work covers so wide, and in some respects, con
troversial a field, that a review almost necessarily 
takes the-line of criticism; perhaps in a future 
edition the author will have something to say on the 
points raised.”—London Mining Journal, April 17, 
1909, p. 495. (A. R )

T h e  R h o d e s ia n  M in e r ’s H a n d b o o k . By F. P. 
M e n n e l l , F.G.S. Second Edition. (Bulawayo, 
Rhodesia: Ellis Allen.)

“ This book contains information valuable to 
Rhodesians and of interest to others connected with 
that country. The subjects dealt with are necessarily 
of a cjeneral character.

A description of the diamond deposits appears, and 
should be read. So far the industry has not passed 
much beyond the prospecting stage, and data as to 
the cost of winning the stones do not appear.

.The geology of tlie country, a subject Mr. Mennell 
is well able to discuss, is described ; but the absence 
of fossiliferons remains, except tho?e found in the 
coal measures, makes, the determination of the ages 
of most rocks in that country a matter of difficulty. 
Gold apparently furnishes over 93% of the total value, 
of the mineral output, including coal, and for some 
time is likely to continue of similar proportions.

. One reason, we think, why base metals are not 
more generally worked,-a point Mr. Mennell does 
not seem to have mentioned, is the high railway rates [ 
existing.

The uses of the sieve in prospecting, are well 
emphasised in the book. The volume generally, is 
made'up in an attractive form, and contains some 
good photographs of the country.”—London Mining 
Journal, April 24, 1909, p. 536. (A. R.)

M in in g  M e t h o d s  in  E u r o p e . By Lucius YV.
M a y e r . 8 v o . ,  pp. 169, i l l . ,  index. (New York:
Hill Publishing Co., 1909.) Price $2.50 net.

“ The elaboration of the notes taken by a technical 
man on his rambles, constitutes a contribution which 
is often more striking than a formal treatise. No 
attempt at systematic presentation is made. Methods 
are described as they come to the traveller’s attertion. 
A large part of the"work is devoted to coal, iron, and 
slate mining in Great Britain. Cave-mining is 
represented, but details are wanting. I t  would be 
impossible for a mine superintendent to adapt much 
from Mr. Mayer’s account of the caving system a,s 
practised in its early home. In-.the account of long- 
wall work, however, a mass of detail and lucid 
description, aided by diagrams, enables the reader 
to appreciate the processes in principle and applica
tion. This part of the work, and the minute 
accounts of th«. flushing system of mine-filling as 
practised in Germany, give to the book a high 
importance. In these paiticulars it may be regarded 
as a most valuable presentation of data but little 
knowrn in America. There are many typographic 
errors, and others that should have been eliminated 
in editing. For example, an entire chapter devoted 
to the famous Cleator Moor mine in Cumberland,, is 
gravely dedicated to Creator Moor.”—Mining and 
Scientific Press,, April 3, 1909, p. 495. (W. A. C.)

Selected Transvaal Patent Applications.
R e l a t in g  t o  C h e m is t r y , M e t a l l u r g y  a n d  

M i n i n g .

Compiled by C. H. M. K lSCH, F.M.Chart.Inst.P.A.
(London), Johannesburg (Member).

(N .B .—In  tfiis list (P) means provisional specifica
tion, and (C) complete specification. The number 
/iven is that of the specification, the name that oj the 
ipplicant, and the date that oj filing .)

(P.) 171/09. Wilhelm Mauss. Improvements in 
automatic percussive apparatus. 8.4.09.

(P.) 172/09. James Weatlierston (1), John. 
Alexander Lawson (2). Improvements relating to 
electric lamp holders. 8.4.09.

(C.) 173/09. Robert Watson Scott. Improve- 
ments.in methods of smelting. 10.4.09.

(P.) 174/09. Edmund Jerrard. Iniprovements.in 
and relating to clearing, removing or transporting 
broken ground in or from underground workings of 
metal and diamond mines and in apparatuses there: 
for. 10.4.09.

(C.) 175/09. Heinrich Wohlwill. Process' for 
refining gold. 10.4.09.

(C.) 176/09. Heinrich Flottmann. Improvements 
in and relating to water feed devices for rock drills 
and the like. 10.4.09.

(C.) 177/09. Heinrich Flottmann. Improvements 
in and relating to water feed devices for rock drills . 
and the like. 10.4.09.

(P.) 178/09. Henry Samuel Potter. Improve
ments in fluid actuated engines. 10.4.09:
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(P.) 179/09. Henry Samuel Potter. Power device 
‘applicable to the actuation of jig conveyors and other 
apparatus more particularly in mining works.

(P.) 180/09. Ernest Holroyd Ma,rtin. Improve
ments in the preparation of ore and the like for mill
ing. 10.4.09.

(P.) 181/09. Charles H. Baker. An improved 
automatic jockey or rope grip for mechanical haulage. 
14:4.09.

(P.) 182/09. Neil Kerr Webster. Improvements 
in apparatus for extracting metals from solution. 
15.4 09.

(P.) 183/09. Hendrik Christensen. Improve
ments in the manufacture of bricks and the like. 
15:4.09.

(C.) 186/09. Ernest Richard Ro3’ston (1), Harr}7 
.Tee (2). Improvements in or connected with the 
manufacture of salt. 16/4/09.

(P.) 187/09. John Penliale (1), Harry Ormes 
Mascall (2). Process for disintegrating diamondifer- 
ous ground. i7.4.09.

(P.) 188/09. Robert Hutchinson Anderson. Im 
provements.in rock drills. 19.4.09.

(P.) 189/09. Hans Charles Belir. Improvements 
in stamp mill cams. 19.4.09.

(P.) 190/09. Hans Charles Belir. Improvements 
in ore stamps. 19.4.09.

(P.) 191/09.' Frederick Walter Bawden. Electric 
fuse igniter. 20.4.09.

(P.) 192/09. William Philip. Safety device for 
reversible winding and hauling plants. 20.4.09.

(P.) .193/09,. Auguste Carron (1 ), Frank Emley 
(2), Eugene Radu.Rossetti (3). Preservative compo
sition for coating wooden ■ and other structures.
20.4.09.
- (P.) -194/09. Auguste Carron (1), Frank Emley 
(2), Eugene Radu Rossetti (3). Fire resisting water 
proof paint. 20.4.09.

(P.) 195/09. Thomas Gilnagh Maher. Improve
ments relating to the charging of holes with explo
sives. 21.4.09.

(P.) 196/09. George Tom Cannon. Improve
ments in rope grips or jockeys formechanical haulage 
and the like. 22.4.09.

(P.) 197/09. James Hosking. An improved pro
cess in the milling of metalliferous ores and other 
minerals and substances. 23.4.09:

(C.) 199/09. . John Frederick Webb (1), Percy 
Tarbntt (2). Improvements in filtering apparatus 
for use in connection with .the washing of slimes and 
for other similar purposes. 23.4.09.

(P.) 204/09. John Coatts'Shaw. Improvements 
appertaining, to stoppers for bottles and similar 
vessels. 1 27.4.09. • "

(C.) 205/09. William Henry Morgan (1), James 
Densley (2),. Harry Gray (3),- Henry James Walduck' 
(4), George Geering (5). A new or improved process 
for an apparatus for the manufacture of coal, water 
or oil gas, or combinations or mixtures of the Said 
gases. 27.4.09. ■ ■

(P.) ■ 206/09.: William Archibald Shearer. Im 
provements in acetylene gas lamps. 27.4.09.

(P.) . 208/09. Frederick Busching. Improvements 
in means for distributing mine residues or other 
similar materials upon a mine dump or other deposit
ing site. 27.4.09.

(P.) 209/09. John Pitkethly Smith (1), John Bruce 
(2) Improvements in safety •' brake arrangements 
applicable to mine cases arid'other hoisting apparatus.
27.4.09.’ • .........................

(P.) 211/09. George Briscoe. A rock .drilling 
machine. 29.4.09.

. Chang-es o f Addresses.

Member. and Associates are requestid to notify the 
Secretary immediately of any change in addressT 
otherwise it is impossible to guarantee the delivery of 
Journals or. Notices. - The Secretary should be at once 
notified of non-receipt of Journals and Notices.

A l l e n , R o b t ., l/o Chihuahua; Apartado 2554, 
Mexico, D. F.

A r k e l l , D. J ., I/o Klerksdorp; P. O. Box 1865, 
Johannesburg.

B r a d in g , T., Ijo Benoni; Vectis Reef, P. O. Colleen 
Bawn, Gwanda, Rhodesia.

C o g l e ,- C . T ., l/o Johannesburg,; Van Ryn G. M . 

Co., Ltd., P. O. Box 22, Benoni.
C o m r ie , A., to Rosalind Mine, Essexvale, Rhodesia.
C o o m b e , M. H . ,  l/o Johannesburg; Consolidated 

Langlaagte G. M. Co., Ltd., P. O. Box 15, 
Langlaagte.

C r o p p e r , C: H . ,  I/o London; Village Deep, Ltd., 
P. O. Box 1145, Johannesburg.

D a n ie l s , I v o r  C., I/o Queque ; Rose of Sharon and 
Shamrock Gold Mines, Ltd., Gwelo, Rhodesia.

F e r g u s s o n , M a l c o l m , l/o Johannesburg; P . O. 
Box 164, Germiston.

F e r r is , V . G r in d l e y , l/o Ferreira Deep, Ltd. • 
Consolidated Gold Fields of Sonth Africa, Ltd., 
P. O. ltox 1167, Johannesburg.

G o s n e y . P e r c y  ; l/o West Nicholson; Crocodile Reef, 
Essexvale, Rhodesia.

H a l f o r d , J. E., I/o Nigel ; Midas Deep G. M. Co., 
Ltd., Randfontein.

H o l f o r d , W. G., I/o Johannesburg; Apex Mines 
(Gold), Ltd., Benoni.

L a r e t , H . ,  I/o Brakpan-; Zeerust Lead Proprietary 
Mines, Ltd., P. O. Box 44, Zeernst.

L a t h b u r y , F. H., I/o Matopos ; P. O. Box 213, 
Bulawayo.

L in p b e r g , B., I/o Sumatra; “ Mutual Life” Office, 
Helsingfors, Finland. ■

M a n c e , J. C., I/o Sandy ; c/o Messrs. Guthrie & Co., 
Ltd., Singapore.

M a n n h e im , H. C., to R. O. Box 585, Bulawayo, 
Rhodesia.

M a r q u a r d , J. D ., Ijo Rose Deep, Ltd. : Glen Deep, 
Ltd., P. O. Box 184, Germiston.

M a r s h a l l , C. C., I/o Boksburg ; Geduld Proprietary 
Mines, Ltd., P. O. Box 41, Springs.

M c M i l l a n , Q. C., to P. O. Box 278, Germiston.
M it c h e l l , A., I/o Surprise Siding ; Dunraven Mine,

- Selukwe, Rhodesia.
P o t t e r , H. S., to 32, Plein Street, Johannesburg.
R a n d , E. T., Ijo East Rand ; P. O. Box 9, Boksburg 

North,
R y a n , W. A., to Lonely Reef, Inyati, via Bulawayo.
Sc a e r ,. V a l . E., I/o Matopos ; P. O. Box 69, Bula

wayo.
S h o r t , A r t h u r  R., I/o Klerksdorp; Cinderella 

Deep, Ltd., P. O. Box 75, Boksburg.
S im , A. M., I/o Cleveland ; City and Suburban G. M. 

Co., Lid., P. O. Box 1026, Johannesburg.
S u m m e r s , E., to P. O. Box 94, Klerksdorp.
T h o m a s , H. M u s s o N-, l/o Cleveland ; City and 

’ Suburban G. M. Co., Ltd., P. O. Box 1026, 
Johannesburg.

T h o m a s , -WM:,.^/o Redruth ; Champion Reef G. M. 
Co., Mysore State, S..India! . . .

T h o RBURN, J. M., to P. O. Box 3427, Johannesburg.
W h y t e , P. H. M., l/o East. Rand ; P. O. Box 679, 

Johannesburg. . ; .
W o l v e k a m p , H., to Ivetahoen, Benkoelen, Sumatra.-
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